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A.BSTRACT 

This study began as a simple inquiry into why a 

certain type of pressure group, the cause group, as opposed 

to the economic interest group, existed in the New Zealand 

political system. 

It was prompted by the writer's observation that 

many of these groups continued to exist although apparently 

they were not successful in £ulfilling their (stated) aims. 

This thesis, then, examines three established New 

Zealand cause groups, Citizens1 Association ·tor Racial 

Equality (Auckland), Committee on Vietnam (Wellington) and 

the Campaign Against Rising Prices (Wellington); and looks 

;\+ +ht=>; r rh:\ng; ng rir 11nrh:\ng; ng goals to ans,;Arer the question 

. · ____ "Why do they still exist?" 

The answer that emerged was that these cause groups 

are not motivated by success in conventional political 

terms: rather that they continue because they regard their 

existence as a necessary alternative to the established 

political channels. Necessary, that is, for the electorate 

rather than for the established channels: but nonetheless 

advantageous to the political system as a whole. 

One further point emerged £rom this study: that 

cause pressure groups are a demonstrably separate ppenomenon 

from economic interest groupso This· points towards a lack 

of clarity and discipline in existing pressure group theory 

and calls for further investigation into this•areao 
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AN INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

This thesis prefers the term 'pressure group' over 

that of 'interest group', 'lobby', or 'organized interest'. 

The latter two can be quickly abandoned for their lack of 

1 current widespread use , and 'pressure group' rather than 

'interest group' is used throughout because of a preference 

for using a term which indicates what such groups do, not 

what they are. 

Furthermore, in view ·of the orientation of this work 

towards cause groups,the term 'interest group' could be 

ambiguous because of its use in the term 'economic interest 

group'. 

1 ,Lobby' appears to be a term used mainly by the early 
pressure group writers, and has connotations of parliament
ary activities only. See S.Eo Finer, Anonymous Empire 
(London: Pall Mall Press, 1958) and H. Finer, Theory and 
Practice of Modern Government (London: Methuen, 4th Ed., 
1961). 'Organized 1nterests' seems to be a term peculiar to 
AoMo Potter, Organized Groups in British National Politics 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1951)0 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE STUDY 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This study is motivated by the question why? - Why 

do pressure groups bother? Why do they begin? Why do they 

continue? The question itsel£ arose £rom the observation 

that, in the New Zealand political system, many pressure 

groups 0£ a certain type, cause groups, survive despite what 

appears to be a lack of conventional political success. They 

do not appear to be £ul£illing their stated aims; so why do 

they continue, some 0£ them £or over ten years? It is hoped 

to attribute to these actions reasons which say more than 

---that these groups act in such a way because such issues 

exist. 

All pressure groups act to obtain (individual) con

cessions £rom government: but why do they choose such a 

system 0£ action when others, £or example, political parties 

and members 0£ parliament (MPs), are reputedly available to 

them? 

This is the approach intended, and it has a further 

emphasis. That is, in attempting to answer the problem 0£ 

why pre,ssure (cause) groups exist, the answer should throw 

light upon the ef£ects for the political system itself, 

rather than just the group or groups involved. It is hoped 

that this will counterbalance those approaches which have 

provoked criticisms such as "(there is) too much emphasis 



on what the groups take from the system and not what they 

contribute. 112 

II. PRESSURE GROUP LITERATURE 

But what sorts of answers to the problem already 

exist? It would be wise first to survey what literature 

there is on the contributions of pressure groups. 

4 

Most works that touch at all on the wider theoretical 

consequences of pressure groups as a form of political act

ivity assume (stated or otherwise) that pressure groups form 

a system of representation equally as legitimate as, or at 

least supplementary to, that of the political partieso 

Samuel Beer, in Patterns of Government says that 

pressure groups are one of 11 two types of political formation 

(both) radically different" and that they form 11 a system of· 

functional representation in contrast with (sic) the system 

of parliamentary representation dominated by the political 

parties. 113 This assumption is also present, but not so pre

cisely formulated, in his earlier work, Politics in Modern 

Britain. 3 

v.o. Key comments that:"A striking feature of American 

politics is the extent to which political parties are 

supplemented by private as.sociations formed to influence 

2MoE• Dimock and G.O. Dimock, Public Administration 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 4th Ed., 1969), 
p.5980 . 

3 s. Beer, Pattern.s of Government (New York: Random 
House, 3rd Ed., 1973), p.256. 

See also Politics in Modern Britain (London: Faber 
and Faber, 1965)0 
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public policy114 , and that "Obviously pressure groups for good 

or for ill, perform a function of representation in the 

5 political system." From R.T. McKenzie: "Pressure groups 

taken together are a :far more important channel o:f communic

ation than parties for the transmission of ideas from the 

mass of the citizenry to their rulers. 116 

G. Moodie and G. studdert-Kennedy, approaching the 

problem from the other side of the coin (of representative 

government) state that 11 no discussion of representation is 

complete without account being taken of pressure groups.11 7 

Similarly, A.M. Potter appears to assume that pressure 

groups represent certain interests to government when he 

argues over their ability to be representative. 8 In a later 

article, he recognises them as a form 0£ political opposition 

. __ outside that of the party system: 11There is virtually no 

opposition in Britain with a little 'o' aimed at displacing 
. . 9 

the holders of governmental power." 

4v.o. Key, Parties, Politics and Pressure Groups · 
{New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co •. · Inc., 1942: 5th Ed., 1964) 
p. 18. 

5 ibid., p.143. 

6 R. T. 'McKenzie, "Parties, Pressure Groups and the 
British Political Process", Political Quarterly, XXIX, No.1, 
(January-March 1958), p.1O. 

7G. Moodie and G. Studdert-Kennedy, Opinions, Publics 
and Pressure Groups {London: George Allen and Unwin Ltdo, 
1970), po2o 

8 A.M. Potter, op. cit.,p.25. 

9A.M. Potter in R. Dahl, Political Oppositions in 
W~stern Democracies (Yale University Press, 1966), p.23. 
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R. Lieber 10 and H. Eckstein11 also have an assumption 

of some sort of representative function preseht in their 

works, and H. Zeigler states this as 11it is hard to imagine 

a stable democracy without the existence 0£ pressure 

12 
groups." Finally, A. Holtzmann maintains that: "In con-

junction with political parties, interest groups constitute 

the principal avenue outside 0£ official public government 

through which political power is marshalled and appli~d. 1113 

As an aside, however, it may be noted that N.Luttbeg14 

provides a dissenting comment on the representative £unction 

0£ pressure groups. In his five models 0£ the political 

system he has assigned pressure groups to the coercive model, 

where government is forced to listen to the demands of 

groups because of the (presumably 

-straints that they can exercise. Whatever representative 

function they have, he· maintains, belongs to ·the role-playing 

model. In this he approaches the concept of symbolism in 

politics reached by a sociological view which sees politics 

as myth and rituai. 15 

10R. Lieber, British Politics and European Unity 
(University of California Press, 1970). 

ll k t . 1 · t' H. Ee s ein, Pressure Group Po 1 ics: the Case 0£ 
the BMA (London: Allen and Unwin, 1960). 

12 . 1 t t . . . H. zeig er, In eres Groups in American Society 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1964), p.42. 

13A. Holtzmann, Interest Groups and Lobbying (New 
York: The Macmillan Co., 1966), p.1. 

1~.R. Luttbeg {Ed.), Public Opinion and Public Policy 
(Homewood, Ill: Dorsey Press, 1968). 

15For examples of this approach see M. Edelmann, 
The Symbolic Uses of Politics (University of Illinois Press, 
1967) and J.R., Gusfield, Symbolic Crusade (Urbana and London: 
University of Illinois Press, 1966). 
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To try to argue agains-t this point of view, .however, 

would involve a discussion in metatheory, as the difference 

between the symbolic approach involving the allocation of 

status and the more traditional one of the allocation of 

material resources reduces itself to ah argument based on 

perceptions. 

So in most works two major virtues are attributed to 

pressure groups: that they are, as systems of political 

action, equal to political parties, and that, when taken to

gether, they represent those who form the political elector-. 

ate. It is hence one of the ideas at the basis of this 

research that pressure groups are a system parallel to 

political parties. This idea, however, would like to avoid, 

in connection with pressure groups, any-mention of the word 

·· · 1 .representative 1 , which conjures up visions of utopian 

democracy. It involves a value=ridden argument, and, more 

inevitably than the concept o:f symbolism, ends up in the 

realm of metatheory. So it is a direction which this research 

will not take. To avoid all such diversions, the interpretat

ion is that pressure groups merely articulate and present, not 

represent, interests, and that they are as valid a means as 

parties for doing this. 

It can, however, be argued that the literature above 

talks .about consequences, and not the purpose of pressure 

groups. This is a charge that this research will try to 

avoido 
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III. THE METHODOLOGY 

"Each researcher starts with a particular problem and 

develops a methodology which he hopes is adequate for his 

16 purposes. 11 To answer this particular problem of why certain 

pressure groups in New Zealand politics exist, the methodology 

used is taken largely from existing organizational theory. 

The rationale behind using such a tool is this: 

question - why do groups exist; answer - they exist to do 'X'; 

extension of answer - this 'X' is their goal. So presumably 

an analysis of the goals of the organization should tell the 

researcher the purpose £or which the group exists. 

At this point a warning should be inserted: this re

search is not trying to £ind out how goals themselves come 

about: it is merely using the goals 0£ groups to indicate the 

~purposes £or which the organizations (pressure groups) exist. 

An attempt to £ind out why such goals arose, persisted, were 

distorted, displaced or rejected would be a contribution to 

organizational theory. This research's approach is merely 

using one aspect 0£ organizational theory, the concept of 

goals, as a means 0£ finding out the political purposes of 

pressure groups. 

So it would be opportune here to include an introduct

ion to goal theory and to what it has to offer a study of why 

groups exist. 

The basic assumption of theoretical works on organis

ational goals is stated by D. Sills in The Volunteers17 

16n. Sills, The Volunteers (Glencoe, Ill: Free Press, 
1957), p.l2o 

17ibid.,Chapter One. 



and 

A fundamental assumption of this studyoo• is that 
organizations are not simply collectivities of 
individuals but social groupings which·have a 
reality transcending the individuals who comprise 
them; 

a corollary to this assumption is that organizations 
are not simply instrumentalities which provide 
individuals with opportunities to fulfill their 
needs, but are also social structures with certain 
needs of their own.18 · 

9 

For the purposes of this study, the most relevant as-

' 
pect of goal theory is the typology of goalso This distinguish-

es between four sets of goals, and these distinctions are 

necessary before the concept of 1 a goal' can be used analytic

al.ly to determine why an organization (pressure group) existso 

Firstly there is the distinction between organizational 

19 
goals and individual goals~, the distinction which Sills 

,-pointed out in his 11 fundamental assumption". H. Simon further 

defines the organizational goal in an article in A Socio

logical Reader on Complex Organizations, in the following 

manner: 

It is easier, and clearer, to view decisions as 
being concerned with discovering courses of action 
that satisfy a whole set of constraints. It is this 
set, and not any one of its members, that is most 
accurately viewed as the goal of the actiono 20 

Hence it is essential to distinguish between individual and 

organizational goals, especially when considering the beginn

ing of the organization, in order to avoid the assumption that 

lB.b.'d 1 -~•,.P .. • 

19see H.A. Simon 110n the Concept of Organizational 
Goals" in A. Etzioni (Edu), A Sociological Reader on Complex 
Organizations (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wtnston, 2nd Edo, 
1969), ppol58-174. 

20ibid., pol 73. 
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what one individual seeks is the reason £or the existence of 

the organization. The distinction, however, becomes more 

obvious as the organization develops: 

The ultimate character or shape of the organization 
may differ from that envisaged by its founders since 
the problems and purposes of the individuals do not 21 
necessarily correspond to those of the organizationo 

The second distinction is between professed and 

operative goals. Operative, or operational, goals are those. 

goals which ''provide operationally relevant solutions for the 

22 daily problems 0£ the organization as such" , and are differ-

ent from professed goals, which may be at an impractical level 

of abstraction. A. Etzioni makes the same distinction between 

what he calls real and stated goals: 

(Real goals are) those future states towards which 
a majority of the organizationis means and the 
major organizational commitments of the participants 
ar·e directed, and which in cases of conflict with 
goals which are stated but command £ew resources, 
have clear priority.23 

The two, however, are not necessarily opposedo 

Nevertheless, the emphases amongst certain goals do 

change: "Goals appear to grow out of interaction, both within 

the organization and between the organization and its environ

ment.1124 It is the emphasised goal that is the real one, and 

210. Sills, op. cit~, p.2.· 
In this context it is interesting to note that al

though Barry Mitcal£e says (private interview, Omokoroa, 
Tauranga, 10/11/74) he wanted the Committee on Vietnam to be 
more research- and less demonstration-oriented, this did not 
eventuate. 

22P. Selznick, 11An Approach to a Theory of Bureaucracy", 
American Sociological Review, VIII (1943), p.49. 

23 t . . M d · 0 . t. (E 1 d Cl. ff A. E z1on1, o ern rganiza ions ng ewoo 1. s, 
N.J: Prentice Hall, 1964), p.7. 

24 J.D. Thompson and w.J. McEwen, "Organizational Goals 
andEnvironment 11 in A. Etzioni {Ed"), op. cit.,p.196 
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the real goal, not the professed or stated goal, indicates 

what is the current purpose 0£ the organization. The dist

inction between real (operative) and stated (professed) goals 

should not be confused with the distinction between intended 

·and unintended consequences. Both real and stated goals are 

intended: any di££erence is between real intentions and 

stated intentions. 

The process through which operative goals .emerge can 

take one, or more, 0£ several £arms. 

Initial goals may prove to be· 11 utopian11 and 
organizational personnel may adjust these goals by 
making them more "realistic" or the organization's 
original goals may be neglected without being 
changed o££icially and the organization may develop 
alternative or competing goals which are more in 
line with the interests 0£ its sta££. Or the 
organization may see its ·predominant task as main
·taining and expanding itse1£.25 

"This introduces the third concept in goals: that as they 

change, they are displacede 

Goal displacement should not be confused with goal 

distortion. The latter is a process by which the ·main goals 

of the organization remain intact, although certain aspects 0£ 

these goals become over-emphasised at the expense of other, 

sometimes more important, ones. Goal dis_placement, on the 

other hand, has been defined as ·such: "In the process of 

response to changed conditions and to its own internal changes, 

26 a movem_ent may transform its goals." Or 11 in every organizat-

ion the goals 0£ the organization are modified (abandoned, 

deflected or elaborated) by processes within it. 1127 

25A. Etzioni (Ed.), op. cit.,pal55. 

26· J. Gusfield (Eda), ·Protest, Reform and.Revolt (New 
York: John Wiley and Sons,. Inc., 1970), p.478. 

27p. Selznick, art. cit~, p.155. 
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Goal displacement, on the other hand, is usually re

garded as the situation in an organization when the means 

becomes the end. 

In order to accomplish their goals, organizations 
establish a set of procedures or means. In the 
course of following these procedures, however .•• 
(the members) ..• often come to regard them as 
ends in themselves rather than as means towards 
the achievement of organizational goals. 28 

Finally, goals can be achieved, and so goal succession, 

the fourth concept, is necessary if an organization is to 

survive. This may be a truism but it serves to emphasize the 

following point: if it is necessary that an organization 

survive past the achievement of its goal, then this could 

mean that the ends have been subordinated to the means in a 

manner more marked than in instances of goal displacement. 

In goal theory, this means that the organization feels it is 

so important in itself that it must find another goal through 

which to perpetuate itself. 

To recapitulate: goal theory stresses the importance 

of distinguishing between organizational and individual goals, 

between stated and professed goals, and between goal distort

ion, displacement and succession, in order to elucidate the 

real goal which will provide the researcher with an answer to 

'why'. It also produces the possibiiity of two alternative 

emphase~ in the reasons for an organization's continued exist

ence, that •is, does an organization (pressure group) continue 

for itself or for its cause? It is the combination of all 

280. Sills, "Preserving Organizational Goals", in 
o. Grusky and G. Miller (Eds), The Sociology of Organizations 

_ (New York: Free Press, 1970), p.227. 
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goals and emphases on goals that shows why pressure groups 

exist as a system of political action. 

The most obvious place to start in an approach which 

analyses pressure_groups' reasons for existing, is at the 

beginning. One of the difficulties here is in distinguishing 

private goals from group goals since in a way the group goal 

at this stage could be considered the aggregate of individual 

goals. In H.A. Simon 1 s 29 language ~he personal role has not 

yet become differentiated from the occupational (political

activist) role. But even here the goal is formed from a set 

of individual constraints30 , and in the conflict caused 

through these sets of constraints coming about (as groups are 

formed from sets of individuals), some individual goals will 

become compromised. 

Perhaps a greater difficulty will be. to distinguish 

between real and stated goals, as there will be no immediate 

performance against which to measure these goals: at this 

stage the terms are synonymous. 

It should be stated that this research is not satis

fied with looking only for structural causes of groups, that 

is, in such answers as "organizations are initially established 

when a given task cannot be executed either by one individual 

31 or by a large, undifferentiated group" , or that such groups 

arise because the structure of society allows for such types 

of reform movements. Both these answers could be found to 

accommodate political parties amongst their groups, and to 

29 S. t . t H.A. 1mon, ar. ci • 

30.b.d ~.' p .173. 

31 c.:·11 D. cil s' 
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elucidate the structural causes of groups does not explain why 

the cause type of pressure groups is chosen as a form of polit

ical action. It does not point out what is special to cause 

groups'· goals as distinct from parties, parliament, or even 

individual MPs. 

There is a further point, arising from the ends/means 

entanglement involved in the concept of goal displacement 

that is peculiar to the problem of why groups start. This is 

the suggestion that new groups start because of a disatisfact

ion with previous groups. The founders of the new group 

choose pressure groups as the method of political action be

cause they are used to such groups. Is the new organization, 

often consisting of a similar core of people, merely a means 

of continuing the old organization? And is the problem of why 

they start the same as why they continue - that is, as organ

izational theory seems to suggest, merely to continue the 

organization, with the means now its end? 

The second mode of approaching this problem of why 

groups exist will be to question why they continued. This 

will involve analysing certain of each group's activities in 

order to examine its goals. This will centre around such

questions as why did X choose to do B instead of C? There

fore how and why the group did what it did becomes as equally 

as important as what it did. 

As pointed out above, when the _organization is an 

embryo it is difficult to discern a direction of efforts 

other than what is perceived by those organizing. So to ex

amine a group's development becomes doubly important in order 

to offset any false conclusions gained from an examination of 

its original goals.· It is also important to study the groups 
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past the embryonic stage, because what distinguishes press

ure (cause) groups, as a type of reform movement, from 

instances of "episodic protest1132 which is another type of 

political action again, is the development after an initial 

outburst. And while a pressure group may be £armed initially 

under the same impetus as episodic protest, its development 

into a pressure (cause) group may be motivated differently. 

Another essential reason £or studying a group's devel

opment and continuance, other than that adjusted goals show 

an adjusted reality, is the important role played by goal 

succession in showing the real motivation of pressure (cause) 

groups. Are they motivated by their· cause or by their 

organization? 

·rv. THE GROUPS 

In endeavouring to use this approach in analysis, 

research will be concentrated on three New Zealand cause 

groups: the (Auckland) Citizens' Association £or Racial 

Equality; the (Wellington) Committee on Vietnam; the 

(Wellington) Campaign Against Rising Prices. 33 

Three groups were chosen, mainly because of a reluct

ance to attempt a single case-study with its limitations on 

generalisation. "Caution is certainly warranted in drawing_ 

32rhis is a form of group action analytically distinct 
from cause groups. See J.R. Gusfield (Ed.), Protest, Reform 
and Revolt (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971). 

33Hereafter referred to respectively as Auckland CARE, 
Wellington COV and Wellington CARP. 
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conclusions from the legislative history of a single act. 

obviously one is not justified in attempting to spin out an 

. th f 1·t· 34 elaborate eory o po 1 ics 11 : an elaborate theory is not 

sought in this research, but nevertheless H .H. Wilson, s 1 • 

remark provides adequate warning against the-limitations of 

single case studies. 

Before going on to examine the individual choices:, it 

should be noted that, in New Zealand, cause groups seem to 

fall into a peculiar organizational pattern: that is, apart 

1 All R · t 35 h t· 1 from Hat acis Tours , no group as a na iona organ-

ization. All other groups have been formed on the basis of 

autonomous units, usually begun at different times. Hence 

CARP in Auckland has no relationship36 with Wellington's 
. q7 

CARP; Auckland CARE has no link with Christchurch CARE_,; 

- and Wellington COV had little organized contact with anti-

. 38 
war groups in other centres. This independence is true 

also of the feminist groups, the homosexual movement and the 

ecology-oriented groups. One can only speculate whether this 

is a result of the size of the country and of the political 

34 ·1 G H.H. Wison, Pressure roup (London: Secker and 
Warburg, 1961), p.206 .• 

35And, for a brief period, the Save Manapouri Campaign 
(1970-1973). 

36 . 
. According to Cath Kel1y, Secretary, Wellington CARP 

(private interview, Wellington, 8/3/74). 

37And at one stage a policy dispute existed between the 
two bodies - Christchurch CARE denied any association with 

· Auckland CARE'S decision to ask New Zealand journalists to 
ignore the Springbok Tour (Press, 1/7/72, p.1). 

38 · · h The one attempt to co-ordinate t e groups 
national basis, from Wellington in 1967, failed. 
Report~ .Wellington COV, 1967-68.) 

on a 
(Chairman's 
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system; as a problem· it is beyond the limits of this re

search~ 

As it was felt necessary to examine real goals es

pecially through the-impact of goal displacement, groups 

. h h d b . . t f · h 39 whic a een in exis ence or some time were c osen. 

At the same time, and because of the organizational patterns 

mentioned above, it was considered unnecessary to examine 

all units of those groups: that is, the CAREs, CARPS and 

COVs in all centres in which they had arisen. Only in the 

case of CARP, could proximity in time have suggested the two 

groups were at all connected, but Wellington CARP arose out 

of dissatisfaction with a local Housewives' Association 

rather than from the example of Auckland CARP. 

As it is all groups can be said to be ultimately 

derived (at least at their inception) from other groups -

Wellington CARP from the Housewives' Association, Wellington 

COV from the Campaign £or Nuclear Disarmament, and Auckland 

CARE from the Citizens' All Black Tour Association. 

It must be mentioned, also, that this research will 

equate the 'group' with its (organizing or executive) 

committee. This is necessary because of the internal struct

ure of such cause groups: a bolshevik40 type of organization, 

with a small central core.of decision-making members, and a 

wider,. more diffuse area of membersh1p. This membership is 

usually of two types: those who may, or may not, be dues

paying members but who contribute financially from time to 

39Hence Auckland CARE (1964), Wellington COV (1965) 
and Wellington CARP (1967). 

4o. h . 1 . t . Wit apo og1es o v. Lenin. See D. Sills, OE· cit., 
p.41. 
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time, and who can be relied upon to show public support £or 

the group; and those non-financial supporters who may 

appear only infrequently in support of the group, or its 

aims, and with whom the group has little or no contact. 

So the original question of 'Why do cause groups ex

ist? 1 must be further amended w.hen one keeps in mind that the 

word 'cause group' applies to the decision-makers, and not 

the general membership, of that group. 

Before continuing into the next chapter, it is necess

ary to comment on the methods used in those chapters which 

consider the bulk of the three groups' activities • 

. Each chapter examines what each group has done on the 

issue around which it was formed, and how and why it has done 

it. The method chosen has been to examine, on an approximate

ly yearly basis, the activities undertaken by each group and 

to concentrate on the small number of issues which seem to 

have been most important to the group; or which seem to have 

taken up most of its energies.· 

This method has the drawback of perhaps placing too 

much emphasis, at times, on certain activities. There ·is 

such a distortion because written records are often an in

accurate gauge of activity: many activities that they mention 

appear as only_transitory when seen in perspective. Inter

views have been used where possible to remedy this distortion. 

Further, such an academic approach to a subject not 

usually prone to artificial distinction possibly damages a 

group's continuity when it insists on arbitrarily dividing 

the activities year by year. So it must be stressed that 

each group takes up issues as they are brought to its attent

ion: there is no 'yearly plan' for actiono 
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It is intended that Chapters Three, Four and Five 

should convey this impression, although each chapter will, at 

the expense of many activities, single out certain areas 0£ 

activity to illustrate how and why each group approaches its 

goals. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

•. 

BIRTH OR REBIRTH? 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The question posed in the previous chapter asked: 

why do cause groups exist as a form of political activity 

distinct from other forms of p<>li ti.cal activity? This 

chapter attempts to answer this, in part, by explaining the 

genesis of the three political cause groups: (Auckland)CARE, 

(Wellington) COV and (Wellington) CARP. This period will end 

with the first public meeting of each group. 

Unfortunately, as written records prior to thes.e meet

ings do not, naturally enough, exist, research was 

n~cessarily based on the recollections of those then presertt, 

comple_mented ~y newspaper repo~ts where- available o 1 · It _ is 

hoped that such a look into the beginnings of the groups 

will provide more evidence of what causes such a form of 

political action, than will a mere statement of their aimso 

In analysing these initial periods, this chapter will also 

draw on the reasoning that participants used when they ex-_ 

2 plained why the groups were set up. 

1cARE 1 s beginnings are not covered by the newspapers. 
According to Gladys Salter (private interview, Auckland, 
.5/7/74) a reporter from the Auckland star was present at the 
first public meeting, but the meeting was not reported. The 
activities leading up to the COV are covered by the Dominion, 
Evening Post and Press from 20/4/65-10/5/65 •. 

CARP as a development from the mini budget is covered 
by the Dominion and Evening Post 11/2/67-24/2/670 

2while hindsight is here~ problem, its excesses can be 
counteracted by drawing on a range of rationales presented by 
early membersQ The use of hindsight cannot be entirely 
avoidedo 
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The groups will be dealt with in their chronological 

order:: CARE, COV, and lastly CARP. They all began within 

three years of each other: CARE in October 1964, COV in 

May 1965, CARP in February 1967. A chronological ordering 

0£ the groups appears the most rational. 

II. CARE (Auckland) 

The organization that later took the name of the 

Citizens' Association £or Racial Equality was begun in June 

1964 by a committee 0£ £our people: Frank Haigh, Sarah 

Campion, Gladys Salter and Harold Innes. No one incident 

provided the impetus £or its formation; rather, the res

ponsibility £or this is attributed to Frank Haigh. All 

concerned agree that it was his idea that "something ought 

to be done", although, at the same time, he was only bringing 

into focus what was a more general feeling. 

3 A draft copy £or an early leaflet explaining CARE 

and its aims states that: "In June 1964, alarmed by the way 

in which the New Zealand public was swallowing the (ill~ 

4 informed) statements 0£ the returned footballers and by the 

savagery of the Rivonia trials5 , a group of Auckland citizens 

formed the Committee from which· the Citizens' Association £or 

Racial Equality has developed." 

3ora£t copy £or CARE leaflet giving aims and intent: 
14/11/640 

4 In May 1964 two Maori footballers spent a few weeks 
in South Africa as guests of an hospitable government. 

5The Rivonia Trial (October 1963-June 1964) convicted 
eight men, including N. Mandela and w. Sisulu, £or treason. 
See Keesing's Contemporary Archives, 1963-64, p.20245. 
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Originally the necessity for action was recognised by 

Frank Haigh and then by Sarah Campion, both long-time 

activists: Gladys Salter and Harold Innes became involved 

through personal contacts with Frank Haigh. Most of the 

period from June to October 1964 was spent in publicising 

the need for a concern with race relations in New Zealand, 

and in recruiting possible supporto 

This was done mainly through personal contacts and 

through existing organizations. The University, all trade 

unions, and churches in Auckland were approached by circular 

and by letter. Although most unions did not reply, support 

was received from three - The General workers' Union, the 

Tramways' Union, and the Carpenters' Union. Later Len Reid 

from the Tr;:imrAr.::iyc::' Uni on and Smiler Kor aka from General 

Workers' were on the first committee, although not as offic

ial representatives of their unions. 0£ the churches, the 
, 

Quakers, until 1973, always sent a representative. All 

women's organizations, for example the Plunket Society, were 

contacted, as was any social group, in the expectation that 

those who were socially concerned in other areas would be 

interested in starting a group to combat racismo In this 

way, members of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 6 (in

cluding Sarah Campion, and, in later _years, Richard Northey) 

became involved, although there was no official CND represent-

t . 7 a ion. So overlapping of membership between CARE and other 

organizations occurred as a result of personal interestso 

All members could be said to be politically left of centre. 

6 Hereafter referred to as_CND. 

7rhere seems to be general agreement on this, although 
Richard Northey says he was an official representative of 
~ND ( ivate interview Auckland,16/11/74). 

' 
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·Meetings to work out ways of contacting enough support 

to provide CARE with backing before its inaugural meeting 

were held at Gladys Salter's home in Parnell. Committee 

members of the Association-to-be were asked to serve on the 

Committee before the inaugural meeting. 

CARE' s first public meeting was held at the Fr.iends 1 

Meeting House (the Quaker Hall), Mt Eden, on October 8 19640 

.About thirty people, who joined CARE after th_e meeting, were 

present. At this meeting, the name 0£ CARE was decided upon, 

the committee8 was elected, or rather confirmed, and the're 

was a general discussion of aims, and suggestions_for poss

ible activities including distribution of anti-apartheid 

pamphlets to all MPs and trade unions, and help to be given 

to Polynesians in schools. 

The inaugural meeting was primarily intended to £ind 

the most suitable course of action £or CARE, and CARE'S two 

major orientations were already becoming apparent_o · These 

were, firstly, the more 1 social 1 (o~ welfare) concern with 

the immediate problems of the immigrant, and its accompanying 

emphasis on educating the public and secondly the more ob

viously political concern with apartheid, especially in South 

Africa, which brought out CARE 1 s political orientation. This 

is seen more clearly in the official statement of the assoc-
. 9 

iation's £our aims: 

8Those on the original committee were Mesdames s.campion; 
M. Wilson, M. Penfold, w. McNaughton, J. Figge, Messrs. 
F. Haigh, s. Koraka, B. Glass, J. Reid, L. Reid, H. Abrahams. 
The first President was Mr H. Innes, first secretary Mrs. G. 
Salter and first Treasurer Mrs. F. Abrahams. 

9cARE leaflet, Aims and Officers of CARE 1964-65. 
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1. To promote research into all aspects of race 
relations in New Zealand and to help educate 
public opinion in matters of racial equality. 

2. To oppose racial prejudice in all its forms 
both in New Zealand and abroad. 

3. To give support to the Defence Aid Fund for 
the succour of thos convicted by South Africa's 
apartheid· 1aws. 

4. To persuade the New Zealand Government to take 
a stronger stand against apartheid at the 
United Nations. 

This, then,was the structural basis of CARE: Frank 

Haigh acted as a focus £or more general dissatisfaction about 

racial issues in New Zealand, culminating in the feeling that 

'something ought to be done'. It is an interesting point 

that CARE, unlike the later two groups, was not triggered of£ 

by any one event, but was an intentional plan all along. But 

although Haigh, Campion, Salter and Innes were agreed on the 

necessity for acting in some way, this does not explain why 

a pressure group was chosen as the means for improving race 

relations. 

There were two steps in the logic of forming a pressure 

group: the perceived need to organize into a group, and the 

need to avoid the political parties. The need to organize 

arose because individuals acting politically were not seen as 

effective. 10 According to Frank Haigh, they can only point 

out individual cases to the political authorities, and these 

individual cases or problems can be "smoothed over" without 

_the realisation that they are representative of a larger pro= 

blem. rt is only by organization that this larger problem 

can be overcome, and so the group points out the disease, not 

1 . t t 11 mere y is symp oms~ But to say that organization is 

10 
~ Sarah Campion, private interview, Auckland,5/7/74" 

11 F'ra.nk Haiqh ivate interview, Auckland,5/7/74. 
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necessary because in a highly-organized society individual 

action is inadequate, is merely giving structural reasons for 

its formation. While these reasons are important in explain

ing the growth of such (political) action, they are by 

themselves inadequate £or this researcho 

Furthermore, such reasoning does beg· the question "Why 

are pressure groups chosen as~ form of political activity?'' 

Why not work through the existing channels?12 The answer 

from the group itself was enlightening, although perhaps to 

be expected: "because there weren't any. 1113 The political 

parties and MPs showed, in 1964, no special concern about 

race relations. The Labour party, thenthe opposition, was 

divided on an approach to the rugby apartheid in South Africa. 

Similarly, National paid little attention to the plight of 

. · 14 Polynesians._ One couldn't rely on the individual MPs, be-

cause their movements were dependent upon the party's decision 
I 

(or rather, lack of one) on a particular policy: the MPs 

didn't lead, and, further, the parties were ignoring the 

issue. In addition, there was little hope of working through 

the parties. Their function of aggregating issues would 

negate the concentration on a specific issue that the group 

believed essential for effective solution of that issue. 15 

12For the purposes of this research, "existing channels" 
are defined a~ the political parties (hence the structures of 
government and opposition) and the individual MPs. The term 
does not include the pressure group network, which could be 
argued as "existing means for a potential channelo 11 

13sarah Campion, interview, 5/7/74. 

14Harold Innes, private interview, Auckland, 5/7/74. 

15Frank Haigh, interview, 5/7/74. 
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A further feature common to all three cause groups is 

that they aim both to affect the government and to educate 

the public. This can be seen in CARE as stemming on the one 

hand, from CARE's political emphasis on overseas apartheid, 

and, on the other, from its immediate social concerns with 

immigrant Islanders. But then, CARE also tried to educate 

the public on the broader aspects of apartheid, to get the 

public support necessary to convince the government 0£ a need 

for political action. 

It was mentioned in the previous chapter that CARE 

could have been formed out of the Citizens' All Black Tour 

· t. 16 AR . h b d Associa ion. C E's aims were, owever, more roa than a 

concern with South Africa-New Zealand rugby tours; the 

significant difference between the draft and final statement 

of aims is the ommission of a reference to the 1965 Tour in 

the final version. 17 There was no organizational overlap 

16Hereafter referred to as CABTA. No one seems sure 
whether there was any connection or not. 

17The draft version of aims and intent (14/11/64) gives 
aims as 

1) To promote research into, and increase public 
awareness of, race relations. 

2) To support the Defence and Aid Fund,which provides 
legal advice for political prisoners in South 
Africa, and help for their families. 

3). To persuade the New Zealand Government to,take 
a stronger stand against apartheid at the United 
Nations. 

4) To mobilize public, industrial, and moral support 
£or resistance to the proposed Springbok Tour of 
New Zealand in May 19650 

It is interesting to note that although title and aims refer 
to racial discrimination in general, this has, in practice, 
always been interpreted as discrimination by white against 
brown, with only a few exceptions. This most likely is due 
to the New Zealand situation, and not to myopia on CARE's 
parto 
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between the two associations, and CABTA lapsed at least three 

years before CARE was formed. There was no record of CABTA's 

activities passed on to Gladys Salter as first secretary of 

CARE. Also, whereas CABTA had been prepared to opt out of 

protest if Maoris were included in the 1960 team, CARE'S 

concerns were also with the racism present within South 

. f . 18 
Arica. 

This-is not to deny, however, that there was some over

lap of membership and, in a broad sense, CARE in 1964 was 

formed out of the same political environment in Auckland as 

was CABTA in 1959 and in which the CND also existed through

out the whole period: that of an activist ethic that placed 

itself left of the government and of the political parties, 

and was concerned with what it saw to be problems attribut

able to conservative, non-innovative governmento 

III. COV (Wellington) 

The beginnings of the COV were markedly less deliberate 

· than CARE 1s. It arose spontaneously after the CND Easter 

March of 1965, and this "episodicu19 protest later became 

channelled into planned activityo After the final stage.of 

the CND March, at 2pm on Monday April 19, from Oriental Bay to 

Parliament House, it was decided amongst some.of the marchers, 

18Harold Innes, interview, 5/7/74. 

19 . 
See Chapter One, footnote 32. 
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and independently of the organized demonstration20 , to go on 

. to Wellington airport. This was to .demonstrate at the 

arrival of Henry Cabot·Lodge, a United States' envoy who was 

believed to be in Wellington in order to solicit greater 

New Zealand commitment (that is, troops) in Vietnamo 

21 More than 100 demonstrators were present when Cabot 

Lodge arrived just before 6pm but their impact was blunted 

when the official party avoided the main route from the air

port. The demonstrators then moved on to the White Heron 

Lodge, where Cabot Lodge was staying, and some of. them 

decided to wait in vigil: 

Twenty,-five demonstrators have said they will stay 
outside the motel until Mr Lodge consents to 
receive their petition.22 

Despite the emergence of Barry Mitcalfe as 11 the chief 

23 spokesman for the demonstrators" , at this stage the protest 

was still spontaneous: 

The demonstrators ••• emphasised that they had 
gathered as individuals and did not belong to any 
organization.24 

20The marchers who went on to demonstrate at Rongotai 
airport included Roger Boshier, Barry Mitcalfe, Phil Evans, 
Adrian Webster, Paul Melser, Conrad Bollinger, Nicholas 
Rosenberg. If these marchers had any connection with CND, 
it was purely peripheralo Roger Boshier and Barry Mitcalfe 
are generally thought to have suggested a Lodge demonstrat
ion and,' according to Aileen Finucane (private intetview, · 
Wellington, 23/7/74), they were never members of CND. 

21 Press, 20/4/65, polo 

22.b.d J. 1 • 

23.b'd 1 1 0 

24oominion, 20/4/65, polo 
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On the next day, Tuesday 20, a demonstration reassemb

led outside parliament again to petition Lodge: this was 

independent of a CND telegram also to be presented. The 

petition, calling for the United States to withdraw from 

Vietnam, was thrown ±nto Lodge's car as it left parliament. 25 

But there was a further demonstration at the airport the 

next day when Lodge lefto 

Out of discussions at these demonstrations grew the 

COV, and after Lodge left Wellington, the protesters re-

. 26 
assembled at the Melsers' house in Roseneath. In the ten 

days between Lodge's departure and the preliminary meeting on 

May 1 (at Adrian Webster's flat in Kelburn) which formed the 

COV, activities were centred.on "getting the word around.11 27 

The group was "going long before it was actually orga.nized.n28 

Even the meeting at Webster's :flat was not officially 

organized, but at it the COV was formally begun, although it 

had started to coalesce as early as the 20th of Apri1. 29 The 

name of the COV was settled at this meeting, which was attend

by most of those present at the Lodge demonstra,tions 0
30 Plans 

were made to publicize a public meeting.through. newspaper 

advertisements, and again through personal contacts. Little , 

25oominion, 21/4/65, p.3. 

26 Roger Boshier, private interview, Auckland, 19/9/73. 

2·7Roger Boshier, private interview, Auckland, 6/7 /74. 

28 Conrad Bollinger, private interview,. Wellington, 
24/7/74. 

29 11A Group which demonstrated before Mr Henry Cabot 
Lodge outside parliament buildings at noon today met later 
and formally disassociated itself from the cry 'Yankee 
murderers'." Evening Post, 20/4/65, p.14. 

30conrad Bollinger, interview, 24/7/74. 
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discussion on organization of the group was held at this 

meeting but plans were made for cyclostyling a booklet to be 

called Intervention in Vietnam, to be sent to churches, MPs, 

universities and trade unions. According to Phil Evans31 , 

this first issue which was printed on Training College 

machinery and involved about 100 people, was primarily aimed 

at the Federation of Labour Conference scheduled to be held 

in Wellington in May. Outlining the Vietnam debates in the 

United States House of Representatives and Senate, it was the 

first attempt to convince New Zealand of the gap in United 

States'opinion over Vietnam. 

The first public meeting took place at the Wellington 

Training College, with over 100 people present, on May 10 

1965. An Executive Committee of the cov32 was elected, with 

the proviso that it should not hamper the group's spontaneity 

and that specific sub-committees should continue as the chief 

method of operation. The aims and objects were discussed and 

stated to be three-fold: 

1. No troops to be sent to Vietnam 

2. Withdrawal of existing units in Vietnam 

31Private interview, 23/5/74, Wellington. 

32Barry Mitcalfe became Chairman, Adrian Webster 
Secretary. Other members of the first executive committee 
were: Conrad Bollinger; Ross Renner and John Bonnallach 
(Finance); N. Rosenberg; M. Bryan; G. Butterwortho 



3. Reconvening of the 1954 Geneva Conference 

to work for a negotiated settlement. 33 

31 

Unlike CARE, the formation of the COV was prompted by 

a specific event {Lodge's visit), not by one persono But 

in both cases the time was appropriate to spark off planned 

activity around an issue. Again in contrast to CARE, those 

who took charge of the formation of the COV were _political 

novices. 34 Haigh and Campion were of what could be called 

35 the 'old left' school of political activism. But in the 

wellington anti-Vietnam war movement, the 'old left• remain

ed divorced from the formative stages of the COV, at least in 

33In a later (18/7/65) booklet entitled Questions and 
Answers these aims were restated: · 

r. To urge the government to adopt the following policy 
on Vietnam: 

A. No military involvement. 

B. Support of attempts to negotiate a settlement, 
including reconvention of the Geneva Treaty 
Nations of 1954, as called for by U.N. Secretary
General, U Thant. 

c. Assistance to the Vietnamese by aid to those North 
and South Vietnamese who have suffered in the 
conflict. 

II. To render such technical assistance as may be called 
for when a political solution to the conflict has 
been obtainedo 

III. To provide public education in· and to encourage 
accurate reporting of current events in North and 
South Vietnam. · · 

34 · Although most of the .support for the COV at this 
stage ·canie from Youth Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, 
according to Max Wilkinson and Aileen Finucane .(joint private 
interview, Wellington, 23/7/74), those who were organizing 
{Barry Mitcalfe, Roger Boshier) were unused to pol1tical 
activism. 

35The differences between 'old left 1 and •new left' 
form a maze into which this research does not intend to 
wander.· The distinction may be seen as this: that the 'old· 
left' sees the way to (revolutionary) change through purely 
political and economic factors, whereas the 'new left' places 
more emphasis on cultural and social issues as the revolution
ary motor force •. 
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an organizational capacity: 36 even with the CND, from whom 

COV appeared to spring, there were no organizational links, 

· al·though there was a common climate of opinion. In one 

sense, it would be correct to say that the COV was given 

space to emerge because of the CND 1 s refusal to take up the 

Vietnam issue. But then this is an invalid statement as the 

CND through its constitution did not have the option of be

coming a refuge £or anti-war protesters. The COV, according 

to Shirley Smith37 , would have arisen anyway as the climate 

was ready £or an exclusively anti-Vietnam war group, and this 

the CND could not become. Further, the concept 0£ nuclear 

disarmament was somewhat nebulous whereas the Lodge visit and 

the activity on Vietnam arising from it "provided a means of 

. . 38 direct action. 11 

So what produced the COV as COV? Once again the 

group 1 s rationale is based on the need to organize, because 

of the inadequacy of individual action, combined with what is 

seen as the inaction of the parties. Also, the impetus £or 

action is maintained when the enthusiasms of those involved 

interact and snowball. Group action was inevitable due to 

the previous examples of political action - anti-conscription, 

36Aileen Finucane attributed this to splinters in the 
Wellington old left movement - most of their energies were 
taken up in disputes in Peace Council and CND (private inter
view, Wellington, 23/7/74). 

37Private interview, Wellington, 25/7/74. 

38R. Boshier, interview, 19/9/73. 
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Peace Council, CND. Adrian Webster suggests COV as a success

or to CND in that it followed on "as a frame of mindrr 39 , 

hence the later group would adopt a similar form of political 

action. The connections between COV and CND, which existed 

simultaneously, are closer and more easily seen than those 

between CARE and CABTA. 

From this assumption of the need for group as opposed 

to individual action, two further emphases emerge: firstly 

the acknowledgment that working through MPs and parties was 

impossible because t.he parties weren't leading public 

opi~ion, and because the compromises involved in their 

political processes would completely work against the desire 

11 to get something done quickly.n40 In other words, the ex

isting political channels were distrusted by those in the 

-political climate that gave birth to the COV. 

Secondly, the COV maintained a public emphasiso As 

with most protest groups, it was largely concerned with 

educating the public rather than solely attempting to per

suade the government by argumento 

In short, the COV at the start seemed to be motivated 

by a belief that it could provide a short-hand means of 

communicating popular opinion to the government. Whether or 

not this was a subjective.personal belief rather than a 

political reality, the fact remains that COV did arise be

cause the pressure group form that it took was thought to be 

39A. Webster, private interview, Auckland, 6/7/74. 
40 . . 

Shirley Smith, interview,. 25/7/74. 
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41 11the only way of getting things done. 11 Because those in 

the COV's political environment believed that parties were 

of little effect as forms of political action, the COV cause 

group remained the only satisfactory way of acting on the 

issue. 

IV. CARP (Wellington) 

CARP, too, had its.spontaneous beginnings: it arose 

as a reaction to the mini budget of February 10 1967 which 

· removed subsidies on bread, flour and butter. In response to 

this mini budget, the Wellington Housewives' Association, a 

group which had previously concerned itself with minor issues 

such as the wrapping of bread42 , opened one of their regular 

meetings to the public. About 100 people attended this 

meeting, held in the Lecture Room of the Wellington Public 

Library on Monday, February 13, and members were outnumbered 

by non-members who later joined up after the meeting. The 

day after this public meeting, the Housewives' Association 

made a press statement that the various resolutions passed at 

the meeting (deputations to Parliament, and boycotting of 

certain food lines) were invalid because they had been moved 

. 43 
by·non-members. 

Some of those present at the public meeting began to 

recognis~ that the Housewives' Association would never be a 

41conrad Bollinger, interview, 24/7/74. 

42Marion Findlay, private interview, Wellington, 
25/7/74. 

43 11 . t . t . Cath Ke y, priva e in erview, Wellington, 22/7/74. 
See also Evening Post 14/2/67, p.23. 

Evening Post 15/2/67, p.16. 
Dominion 14/2/67, p.1. 
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possibility :for action. Within a week o:f the Housewives' 

Association meeting, plans had been made to :form a Wellington 

CARP. 

A small group 0£ housewives met at Victoria 
University last night to arrarige a skeleton 
working committee to form a Wellington branch 
0£ CARP (Campaign Against Rising Prices). 
•The aim of the meeting•, said the group 1 s 
spokesman Mrs. M.C. Rowlands ••• •will be to 
look for volunteers willing to serve as committee 
members and to formally establish the group. 1 44 

An advance warning 0£ this meeting45 had emphasised 

that 11 the women concerned are not necessarily connected with 

the Wellington Housewives' Association.u 

Several preliminary meetings prior to that at the 

university had been held at Ann Turner's home in Northland 

~nd Cath Kelly's home in Mt Victoria, to discuss activities 

and membership. The interim committee itself was :formed from 

a series of personal contacts, and this was partially the 

basis for getting support for the later public meeting. 46 

Trade Unions were also circularized for members and for 

support. But then this_, too, can be seen as part of a person

alized network since Cath Kelly and Marion Findlay both had 

husbands actively involved in trade unions: Pat Kelly in the 

Drivers' Union and Ken Findlay in the Ngauranga Freezing 

workers' Union. 

We always obtained excellent union support in 
Wellington partly because 0£ our husbands' 
connections with the Drivers' Union, the Meatworkers 1 47 
Union, and the PSA (~: Public Service Association). 

44Evening Post, 21/2/67, p.14. 

45Evening Post, 20/2/67, p.20. 

46cora Paddison (committee member), private interview, 
Wellington, 24/7/74. 

47Ann Turner's husband was active in the Public Service 
Association. 
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At the £irst public meeting on February 23 at the 

concert Chamber in the Town Hall, about 90 people were 

48 h . . t· . . 49 d d present. T e entire. in erim committee was secon e as 

the committee 0£ CARP. Motions were moved, including a re

iteration 0£ the Housewives' Association meeting's moves £or 

a boycott of £ish, picket on parliament, and an investigation 

into £ood prices. Suggestions £or aims and tactics were 

called £or and discussed. CARP'S main aim was cited as 11 the 

object 0£ bringing down the cost 0£ living. 1150 This object 

was more precisely stated in a circular to unions within a 

month of CARP's formation: 

We are attempting virtually to £arm a union 0£ 
housewives, to teach housewives that alone they 
can achieve little but united their buying power 
is £ormidable.Sl 

As was the COV~ CARP was prompted into existence by 

a specific event - the February mini budget. The reason £or 

its formation, dissatisfaction with the rising cost 0£ living, 

·had been.widespread £or some months .. 52 Had the mini budget 

not occurred, hindsight suggests that the formation 0£ 

48According to the minutes 0£ the £irst public meet
ing. Telegrams 0£ support were also received from 14 unions, 
including the Hotel workers', the Carpenters', the (Welling
ton) watersiders' and the North Island Freezing Workers'. 

491. Groves was President, M. Findlay Secretary. 
Those on the cominittee were C. Rowlands, H. Ivory, "'C. Paddison, 
C. Kelly, J. File, M. O'Neil, P. Dryburgh and Mr P. Blizzard 
and Mr L. Scott. H. Ivory replaced Mrs. Groves as President 
after two weeks. 

·socited in the first CARP Bulletin, March 1967, p.1. 

51circular to unions £rom Marion Findlay as Secretary, 
March 1967. 

52Evening Post, 13/2/67, p.16. 
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1 h . b d.l. 53 wellington CARP would mere y ave een e ayed. According 

to Ann Turner, the mini· budget pinpointed the need for CARP. 

rt was the mini budget, not Auckland CARP, that .produced 

Wellington CARP, despite the Evening Post's comment on 

11a wellington branch of Auckland's Committee Against Rising 

· 54 
Prices (CARP)." Any organizational link between the two 

was from Wellington to Auckland, not from Auckland to 

wellington. 55 Auckland CARP merely provided the name which 

the interim committee adopted,. although for some this name 

was associated more with the American anti-inflationary 

groups than with the Auckland group. 56 It is true, however, 

that the Auckland organization provided Wellington with a 

New Zealand example of what could be done. 

Once again; as in COV and CARE, first was the idea 

- that •something ought to be done' - that is, this something 

was the Housewives' Association meeting. It appears that the 

idea 'let's form a group' is almost synonymous, largely be

cause of the inevitability of organization. According to 

Ann Turner and Cath Kelly, one can only be lastingly effect-

53 Ann Turner, private interview, Wellington, 25/7/74. 

54Evening Post, 20/2/67, p.20. 

55The first contact between Wellington and Auckland 
was made when Marion Findlay telephoned Flo Humphries 
(Auckland President) for advice on courses of action; some 
weeks ~fter the first public meeting. Mrs. Findlay contacted 
Mrs. Humphries via directory service. Marion Findlay, inter
view, 25/7/74. 

56Ann Turner, interview, 25/7/74. The example of over
seas organizations in prompting group action within New 
Zealand is an interesting aspect of the formation of groups. 
Race relations and anti-war groups were also seen in the United 
States first. Unfortunately if this aspect were considered in 
detail, the argument could develop a chicken-and-egg logic. 
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ive if one is not alone. Without organization, an individual 

becomes a polite noise - if a noise at all. When CARP did 

approach MPs, it had to be in a group, otherwise they nwould 

b d . . d 57 have een ismisse • 11 Marion Findlay maintains that group 

action arises because 0£ the .frustrations encountered by 

' ' d. 'd 11 58 acting in ivi ua y. 

Further, the trade union atmosphere contributed to the 

start of CARP: action by a group was not seen as unusual, 

but almost as a norm. This .can be seen behind a comment by 

Ann Turner. that nobody from I right-of-centre' would ever have 

had the initiative to begin a group like CARP. 59 Like COV 

and CARE, CARP was created in a political left-of-centre 

atmosphere which saw group action outside the existing 

chanriels as a norm. 

But were there existing channels? There were; in the 

sense that, according to the popular view, the political 

machinery (that is, the parties) existed for such an issue. 

But were the parties prepared to adopt the issue 0£ rising 

prices? Neither government nor opposition was doing anything 

about rising prices, and the group that came together after 

the Housewives' Association meeting felt that no-one else was 

going to do anything £or them. 60 ''You don't just sit back 

61 and wait £or it to come to you. 11 

57Marion Findlay, interview, 25/7/74. 

58.d 
. i em. 

59 Ann Turner, interview, 25/7/74. 

60cora Paddison, interview, 24/7/74. 

61Marion Findlay, interview, 25/7/74. 



According to CARP, working through either party is 

62 11just not on" ; both parties treat issues on their vote-

catching potential, and not on principle. Too much comprom

ise is involved in the move toward making an issue a 

vote-catching one, and compromise within the parties reduces 

any proposed solution to ineffectiveness: it becomes a 

palliative for the symptom, not a cure for the disease. 63 

So group action on a specific issue provides the most effect

ive means (at least as perceived by the group's members) of 

getting something done on th~ problem. 

V. ANALYSIS 

So there was, in reality, no existing channel willing 

to work -- -i11 UJ.J. CA...L..L. these three issues of race relations, Vietnam 

war and rising prices, and when the desire to get something 

done met with this inertia, it was logical that a means for 

action outside the political channels be formed. Although it 

has been emphasised that these three groups bore no organizat-

64 ional relationship to their immediate predecessors in their 

fields, these preceding groups both provided the example for 

action, and arose out of a breeding ground for potential 

65 
membership that was common to the groups. Hence the import-

62 Ann Turner, interview, 25/7/74. 

63 Cath Kelly, private interview, Wellington, 11/3/74. 

64cABTA, CND, and (Auckland) CARP. 

65This does not mean, howeve.r, that Auckland CARP 
drew on the Wellington political environment. 
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ance of personal contacts in the formation of such groups: 

it was another aspect of the common environment in which 

the groups were formedo 

In other words; all groups arose at different times 

from the same atmosphere prevalent in left-of-centre politics, 

and,· in this way only, were the later groups a 'rebirth'-, or, 

more precisely, a restructuring of the earlier groups. The 

connection, however, was not deliberate, merely inevitable as 

all issues arose in a certain political climate and- were 

representative of the types of issues that those left-of

centre politically were concerned with. Some of these people 

~ d t· f t' . th Lb t t 1 t t ·1 66 ioun sa is ac ion in e a our par y, a eas emporari y, 

but most of those for whom these types of issues were import

ant,. resorted to independent group action. 

So CARE, CARP, and COV are not 'new': they show in 

a different way other aspects of the concerns of those who 

would place themselves left-of-centre on a linear ideologic

al spectrum. In this way, they were a 'rebirth' of other 

groups even though they were not connected organizationally, 

because they provided those who considered themselves left

of-centre, and who· .were dissatisfied with the parties' 

responses to certain issues, with a focus or a refocus for 

their dissent. It was this factor, also, which provided 

these groups with their emphasis towards educating ,the 

public, and gave a rationale to the idea that public opinion, 

66Roger Boshier founded the Farm Road branch of the 
Labour party in 1966 as a means of influencing Labour's 
Vietnam policy. But he became disillusioned with this form 
of activism. Private interview with Roger Boshier, Auckland, 
6/7/74. . 
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: 67 
when moved, could sway the government. These political 

cause groups required a power base, and the ultimate power 

base was popular supporto 

This chapter, then, has traced the genesis of these 

three groups, and has found not a 'birth' of an enti.rely new 

issue or organization, but rather the 'rebirth', or re

structuring, of a diffuse feeling of dissent which refocuses 

on issues as they are formed in response to certain stimuli. 

The_ next three chapters hope to illustrate whether these 

groups continued to act in accordance with their original 

operative goal, which was to present the concerns of those 

people left-of-centre who believe that the governmental 

machinery is ignoring what they see as important. 

67According to Roger Boshier, Barry Mitcalfe had an 
image of a 11groundswell movement bringing down the govern
ment." Roger Boshier, ibido 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CARE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter Two, it was found that CARE was formed for 

the purpose of acting on a problem "neglected by the estab

lishment.111: CARE reflected one of the concerns of those 

politically left-of-centre in bringing to the fore the prob

lem of racism. This chapter will examine the pattern of 

CARE' s activities, and then will ask whether CARE, after 

eleven years, exists from habit which, as goal theory would 

suggest, is the form of goal displacement in which the ends 

become the means. We shall also examine other sorts of 

goals and purposes for which the group could exist, and find 

out to what extent, if at all, it has changed from its 

original purpose. In examining these goals it will be kept 

in mind that actions may have consequences other than what 

has been intended, and it is hoped that, in analysis, such 

stray consequences will not be mistaken for the goals of the 

group. 

CAREts original aims have been cited in the previous 

chapter: it is unnecessary in this chapter to comment 

further, except to note that these, after eleven years, still 

remain the official aimso They were unchanged even when CARE 

was incorporated (with an official constitution) in February 

1970. The two-fold emphasis on foreign and domestic racism 

has also remained despite the apparent tilt of emphasis in 

1sarah Campion, private interview, Auckland, 5/7/740 
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favour of stopping sporting contacts with South Africa, a 

tilt which seemed to dominate all other activities in 1970 

and 1973. 

Within this two-fold emphasis a narrower division has 

developed between activities. That is, within its domestic 

concerns, CARE has three lines of attack. Firstly its 

welfare work, which was more evident in its early days; 

secondly its political/legislative actions, where needed 

(for example, over sporting contacts with South Africa); and 

thirdly its interest in educating the public. 

Perhaps it is here that it should be noted .that racism 

in New Zealand, unlike the problems which led to the format

ion of the COV and CARP, has a peculiar feature. It is a 

nP far.tn prnhlem, rathPr than a de jure one. So whPn r~~R'Q 

·"prime resolve" is 11to secure the complete elimination of 

such practices112 , that •is, of racial discrimination, then it 

is dealing with something outside official c6ntrols. CARE 

recognises this·, and so it "aims to inform the New Zealand 

public about racial prejudice and help educate it towards the 
·3 

broad acceptance of racial equality~" This distinction is 

useful to keep in mind while considering CARE'S activitieso 

So although the welfare and the political aspects were 

important on many issues the overall most important aspect of 

CARE 1s activities was public education to counter de facto 

racism. Educating the public is not always a means to the 

end of government action. It was, in the case of the 1973 

2CARE leaflet: Aims and Officers of CARE 1964-65. 

3 ·b·d 1 l. • -
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springbok Tour, and perhaps also in the early ~mmigration 

seminars; but it was an end in itself in, for example, the 

controversy over the Bowling Tour of South Africao The New 

Zealand Bowlers' Association were a part of the New Zealand 

public, and so were appealed to directly. 

Each of these three sorts of activities has its own 

predominant method. Welfare is self-evident, and also 

accounts for the number of CARE-organized fairs and sales in 

tre.early years; education was attempted by publications, 

seminars, tours by overseas speakers, and press statements; 

and finally CARE acted politically in its submissions, deput

ations, representation on commissions and committees, and 

through its contacts with MPs. It should be noticed that CARE, 

in contrast with the other two groups studied, sought to avoid 

. public demonstrations as it thought them unrespectable and 

negative. 4 The group also bypassed political parties entirely 

(as did CARP). In·short, with CARE, each method suited its 

particular topic. 

At first glance, CARE'S handling. of issues appears 

highly unsystematic and confused, except in its treatment of 

sporting relations with South Africa. This issue was system

atically pursued throughout CARE'S existenceo But this· 

apparent randomness is merely a reflection of the breadth of 

the issue CARE deals with. There are many aspects of racism, 

as there are many aspects of rising prices, and both CARP and 

CARE are 9haracterised by what appears to be an unplanned and 

uncritical championing of diverse problems .. 

4Tom Newnham, .private interview, Auckland, 15/11/74. 
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This; however, far from suggesting confusion, shows 

both how the group chooses certain issues and that it acts 

according to its own goal. Problems find CARE, CARE doesn't 

go searching for them, and the pattern of activity - spread 

over welf.are, the legislative process and public education -

· provides an indication of this. CARE devotes its resources, 

time and manpower, to a wide range of problems that reflect 

the wide range of its goalso It would be easy for CARE to 

concentrate solely and systematically on sporting contacts 

with racist states, but this would suggest that the group is 

diverging from its main (and wider) goal: to watch over all 

possible problems arising from racism. 

II. CARE 1964-1975 

CARE, in contrast to the later two groups whose 

appearances were marked by spontaneity and much activity, 

was comparatively inactive at first. After its 'planned 

beginnings' there followed a panel discussion on the position 

of the Maori in present day New Zealand society, and public

ation of pamphlets which marked an early interest in South 

African apartheid and New Zealand's sporting contacts with 

South Africa. A tour by anti-apartheid speaker Solly Sachs 

was planned for October-November, but did not eventuatev 

Otherwise, CARE remained quiet except £or the welfar'e work 

5 
undertaken by the women committee membersv- Until 1967, the 

5This was originally such things as holding church 
and school fairs in poorer, 'Polynesian' areas of Aucklando 
Mabel Wilson, private interview, Auckland, 4/7/74. 
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welfare aspect of CARE's work was the most obvious, and the 

shifting balance later was due to a rise in the number of 

politically-oriented issues undertaken by CARE, rather.than 

to a decline in the •social work', which remained at the same 

level until about 1971. 

In 1965 and 1966 only a few items broke this pattern. 

They included CARE'S activities during the 1965 Springbok 

Tour of New Zealand6 , the publication of Torture in South 

Africa and Rhodesia: One Nation or Two?, and the speaking 

tour by Robert ~esha, a representative of the African 

National Congress. Steps were also made in the direction of 

establishing Inquiry Centres for new immigrants and Homework 

·Centres for. both Pakeha and Polynesian school children. 7 

Following on from the 1965 Annual General Meeting, in 1966 

a"'_,report on Homework Centres was presented by committee

member Winifred McNaughton. It was i~tended that the report 

should have been implemented by September, but the Homework 

Centres were not established until later in the year, firstly 

at Panama Rd and at Ruapotaka (Mt Wellington),' and a third at 

Henderson in May 1967. 

In March 1966 a.resolution.urging that the government 

set up an Inquiry Centre was passed by a public meeting, but 

6cARE appealed to Labour MPs, individuallY, to boycott 
Springbok matches, and organized a public meeting in Auckland 
to coincide with the official welcome to the Springboks at 
Pohu-o-rawiri Marae in Gisborne. 

7 Tom Newnham was responsible for the idea of Inquiry 
Centres, and Winifred McNaughton for that of Homework Centres. 
Tom Newnham, interview, 15/11/740 
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the government ignored the call and so CARE itself set up 

its first Inquiry Centre in Ponsonby in July.19670 

So during 1967 CARE'S attention began to diversify 

from what had seemed a division of resources between welfare 

for Auckland Polynesians, and the overseas politics of 

racism, especially in South Africa and Rhodesia. The play of 

personalities, too, cannot be ignored here. The committee, 

during the first years, retained an uneven balance between 

those concerned with social work in helping Polynesians, and 

those concerned with the broader political (and, by implicat~ 

ion, overseas) issues of apartheid and racism. 1967 brought 

a balance towards local racism in the form of a new Secretary, 

8 Tom Newnham. This was to be the beginning of an emphasis on 
/ -

educating the pnhlir r1hrmt. New Zealand's r::i.~ism; hot.h in lr\w 

and in deed. 

In 1967, CARE was the only Pakeha-based organization 

to make submissions in opposition to the Maori Affairs 

Amendment Bill, and it also protested to the Minister of Maori 

Affairs about the inadequacy of Maori voting facilities. That 

year., CARE' s overseas interests were equally divided between 

Rhodesia and South Africa; and in New Zealand the group 

countered the work of the Rhodesia Society (which had been 

formed in January 1966). It also assisted in the formation of 

the New Zealand Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa9 , and 

8cARE's emphases were determined to quite an extent by 
its different secretaries, as will become apparent. This is 
different from the COV, where the process worked in reverse 
and the group 'threw up' a chairman who reflected its current 
emphasis. 

9one of CARE'S original aims was 11To give support to 
the Defence and Aid Fund for the succour of those convicted by 
South Africa's apartheid laws. 11 

CARE leaflet: Aims and Officers of CARE 1964-65. 
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in the following years channelled its assistance through this 

body rather than through the London-based body. During 1967, 

numerous cases drew CARE's attention to New Zealand's 

immigration policy and a sub-committee began working towards 

an Immigration Seminar as CARE'S contribution to the United 

Nations' International Human Rights Year 1968. 

The Immigration Seminar,held in June, was planned as 

the major activity £or 1968. At the Seminar, the offical 

immigration policies of New Zealand's political parties10 , 

and of the Australian and Canadian governments, were scrutin

ised by speakers from political parties, the.Federation of 

'Labour, the New Zealand University Students' Association, the 

New Zealand Institute of International Affairs, and the 

universities. As a result of the. Seminar, CARE 

its official policy on immigration which was submitted to 

government an~ widely publicised. 

But also in June 1968, another activity was launched 

which eventually attracted more attention than anything the 

Association had dealt with previously. A Special General 

· . 1 d . ll . t N 1 d' Meeting in June p anne a campaign agains ew Zea an s 

involvement in apartheid sport, with special reference to the 

anticipated All Black Rugby Tour of South Africa in 1970. 

This campaign was inaugurated at a public meeting held in 

August at the Auckland Town Hall. By the end of 1968 a 

10National, Labour, Social Credit, and also the 
New Zealand National Front. 

11Known as the National Anti-Apartheid Campaign, 
NAAC. 

or 
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number of trade unions, student organizations and Labour MPs 

were officially supporting the campaigno CARE provided 

speakers £or schools, churches and branches of political 

parties; printed a special series of newsletters and over 

20,000 pamphlets; sponsored anti-apartheid films; and kept 

a close watch on the press £or examples of racism. 

After its slow beginnings in the first two years, 

CARE'S activities were increasing in momentum and diversity, 

although perhaps in 1968 the National Anti-Apartheid Campaign 

dominated CARE's resources to the exclusion of concern with 

local racism. Affiliation with other concerned groups, 

publications, and deputations to government, the Opposition, 

the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation, and to the press in 

· 12 
general, became a regular feature of CARE's work. 

Throughout 1969, and the later part of 1968, CARE 

maintained co,rrespondence with sporting bodies urging a re

consideration of ties with South Africa. So although the 

emphasis in goals was distorted towards overseas sporting 

contacts, it was concentrated on South African contacts in 

general, and not on rugby alone. CARE's activities during 

its National Anti-Apartheid Campaign provide an example of the 

sort of organization the Association could have become if it 

was not still pursuing its original goals - that is, a group 

systematically concentrating on one aspect of a broader 

racial problem. But from 1965, CARE chose to be an umbr.ella 

organization over many issues,· an·d even in 1969, when its con

centration tended towards overseas racial problems, it did 

12 · . · 
There are too many of these to mention all: but one, 

as an example, was CARE's continuing concern with the pronun
ciation of Maori placenames. CARE appears to have been a most 
conscientious watchdog, as the volume of activity would suggest. 
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not devote itself solely to campaigning against sports 

contacts. 

On March 21, CARE organized the first public meeting 

in New Zealand to mark what the United Nations had designated 

as the International Day for the Elimination of Racial 

. . . t. 13 D1scr1m1na ion. Speaking tours by Dennis Brutus in Feb-

·14 ruary and March. and by Judith Todd in September were 

organized by CARE with them-operation of both the New Zeal

and and the International Defence and Aid Funds for Southern 

Africa. Pamphlets were published to coincide with the visits 

of these speakers, who lectured on African racism and the 

problems of apartheid, although Dennis Brutus' interests lay 

mainly with South Africa. 

Nearly a dozen different leaflets and pamphlets were 

produced relating to the apartheid and sport campaign, in

cluding 1,000 copies of I'm against the 1970 Tour. Throughout 

1969, the campaign against the 1970 Tour continued with 

letters to government, deputations, pickets, protest marches, 

and providing speakers to panels, seminars and conferences. 15 

Most of this activity was under the auspices of Halt All 

Racist Tours (HART), an organization specifically concerned 

with the question of apartheid sports tours, and which CARE 

13After 1969, Sharpeville Day, as March 21 was known, 
was organized by HART. 

14Brutus visited New Zealand again in March and April 
1970. 

15 For example, on June 17, a lecture by a visiting 
South African (white) student, Sally Pardon, culminated in 
a demonstration at the Hotel Intercontinental, where the 
visiting South African Minister for _Trade, Mr Haak, was 
staying. 
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had helped form early in 1969. HART was intended as an 

. organization to attract those hesitant in supporting the 

•radical' CARE. 16 

One local activity provides relief from this over

whelmingly overseas-oriented activity, and counters the 

suggestion that local concerns were being ignoreao In addit

ion to English Conversation· classes begun in 1968 for 

Polynesians and other immigrants, CARE in 1969 began classes 

.teaching Maori and Samoan. 17 This suggests that the touch of 

paternalism apparent in CARE 1 s early welfare activities was 

disappearing and that CARE was appreciating the need toed

ucate New Zealand.in Polynesian ways, as much as to educate 

new immigrants in the Pakeha way.· 

But what is most noteworthy about 1969 is that CARE 

b~gan for the first time to inform and educate the public on 

a large scale with its mass distribution of leaflets and 

publications that reinforced speaking tours and CARE'S pleas 

to government. 1969 is also a turning point for CARE in an

other respect: the formation of HART in early 1969 marked 

the beginning of a proliferation of anti-apartheid groups. 

This proliferation was actively encouraged by CARE, and one 

of the first to be formed was the New Zealand Race Relations 

. Council (NZRRC) . At first, it was generally assumed that the 

NZRRC was CARE in. a new guise, but the Council, although it 

did take up some matters which CARE had concerned itself with, 

16Richard Northey, private interview, Auckland, 16/ll/74. 
This is ironic in the light of their present relative positions. 

17The Inquiry Centre, on the other hand, had lapsed in 
1968 because of accommodation problems, and in 1970 its · 
records were handed over to the Auckland City Council for the 
Council's newly established Citizens' Advice Bureau" 
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such as racism in the press, soon began to involve itself in 

18 a number of national, rather than local Auckland,matters. 

After the All Black Tour went ahead in May 1970, 

energies which had been diverted into the anti-Tour campaign, 

were now free to be focused on local matters which rose to 

claim CARE's attention. The routine handling of racist sport

ing contacts was now left to HART, although this suggests the 

organizations were more cut, dried and separate than they 

19 actually were.-· CARE in 1970 widened its efforts on behalf 

of.Polynesians20 , and, at the Annual General Meeting of that 

year, sponsored the first of a series of awards for the 

sports person who had done most to promote non-racism in 

sport. 

In 1971, the United Nations' Inte~nation~l Year to 

Combat Racism coincided with CARE's fuller involvement in 

1 . 21 local race re ations concerns. This was matched with act-

ivity over South African racism, and it seemed that the CARE 

pendulum, wildly swinging in the past, between emphasis at 

18 · 
These included fund raising for the establishment of 

a Maori Research Centre at the University of Waikato. 

19There was considerable c·o--operation between the two 
groups at committee level. 

20 
. CARE attempted to secure permanent entry into New 

Zealand for Polynesians brought in on short term labour con
tracts, and protested about compulsory pregnancy tests for 
Samoan women planning to work in New Zealand. 

21For example, CARE helped several predominantly Poly
nesian schools which were short of equipment - such as Otara 
Play Centre, and Richmond Rd School. Also CARE's News Back
grounder Service, sent out to 60 'opinion leaders', was an 
attempt t6 get general anti-racism information across to the 
news media. 
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home one year, and abroad another year, was achieving an even 

balance. For what brought South Africa back, in a muted way, 

£or a share 0£ CARE'S attention in 1971 was that some of the 

minor sport$ which had not previously played white South 

African teams began to do so. 22 

At the same time, CARE was developing close links with 

two new Polynesian groups - Nga Tamatoa and Polynesian Panth

ers - and CARE promoted Nga Tamatoa's petition for the 

inclusion of Maori language in school curricula. July 1971 

saw yet another proliferation 0£ the anti-apartheid groups, 

this time the Anti-Apartheid Information Service, £orme.d £or 

the .distribution of anti-apartheid material23 , a task which 

CARE had found itself failing to do~ But the NZRRC, on the 

other hand, rather than relieving CARE of work, was increas-

ing CARE'S workload, as the Association had become in effect 

the Auckland 'action group' £or the Council. In 1971 the 

third NZRRC Conference was held in Auckland, and CARE was 

responsible for or·ganizing it. 

In 1972 CARE continued to be involved closely with 

local race relations. The pattern that had prevailed in 1971, 

with activity and resources spread evenly between overseas and 

local concerns, also prevailed in 1972. CARE'S 'welfare' 

image on the local scene, however, was becoming subordinated 

to its emphasis on checking racism, and educating.the public 

in this. Contacts with Polynesian and Maori groups had helped 

move CARE's emphasis away from 'helping the browns' and to-

22 For example, the surf life-saving, softball and 
women's hockey teams. 

23 · 11 t- t d t. .... d b . Especia y ha a voca ing a Lra e oycott against 
South Africa. 
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wards helping people see that both colours should··•accommod

ate' each other. 24 

However, i£ CARE was still involved in what could 

loosely be called 'social work' activities, then it was in

variably because the need existed and was not being met by the 

'establishment'. Homework Centres, l.anguage. classes, help to 

Polynesian schools - all these came £rem CARE because there 

was no alternative agency to take them up. Nor was there any 

alternative agency, other than the anti-racist groups, to 

educate New Zealanders on aspects of local racism. 25 

CARE also looked at other problems as they arose 26 

' 
and in July joined church, student and Polynesian groups to 

form the Auckland Action Committee to Combat Racism, an 

Auckland branch of NZRRC. Some 0£ CARE's submissions to the 

Race Relations Bill in February 1972 were-included in the 

final Act passed, and its campaign against apartheid in sport 

also continued on £rom 1971. 27 The most significant event in 

24Richard Northey, 1972 Annual Report; "Al though we are 
still in membership and outlook predominantly a white liberal 
orga~ization, this increased involvement in the local situat
ion has enabled our members to direct their activities more 
e££ectively and to clarify their outlook on methods and ob
jectives of CARE." (p.2.) 

251n fact, Keith Holyoake, then Prime Minister, was 
quoted in CARE'S 1969 Yearly Report, p.5, as saying that most 
New Zealanders would find any alternative agency "unusual and 
perhaps rather disquieting ••o such activities are surely best 
undertaken by non-official groups 0£ interested private 
citizens such as your own. 11 

26Especially education, justice and social security as 
they affected Polynesians. 

27cARE critized the polo and women's cricket tour of 
South Africa, and the men's bowling team's visit to Rhodesia. 
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this latter campaign was Operation PRISM28 , the non-violent 

disruption planned for apartheid sports fixtures, especially 

the Springbok Tour due in 19730 

And as the proposed Tour approached, it became the 

dominant CARE activity, although not to the exclusion of 

other areas of concern. At the end of 1972, all Auckland 

anti-Tour groups were brought together under the umbrella 

organization Anti-Springbok Tour Liaison and Support Committee 

{ATLAS), but this did not decrease CARE's workload. on Jan

uary 30, a deputation of anti-Tour groups including churches, 

trade unions, students and Maori.s, and led by CARE I s presid

ent Keith Sorrenson, approached the new Labour Prime Minister 

Norman Kirk, to call off the Tour. In April 1973, the Gov-

ernment cancelled the Tour on the grounds of Nevr Zealand I s 

. t 1 ·t 29 in erna securi y. 

On the whole, the change of government in November 

1972 did not alter CARE'S activities in either method or mess

age. The Association continued its unsuccessful attempts to 

have the (Black African) Beck family allowed into New Zealand; 

30 
organized tours by speakers; and continued with its deputat-

ions and submissions as it had in the time of the National 

31 Government. The change of party in power did not stop the 

need for CARE 1 s Homework Centres and language classes, and 

CARE also organized two seminars in 1973. The first, on 

28Passive but Resolute Invasion of Springbok Matches. 

29 Press, 11/4/75, p.1. 

30 ~wo leaders of the Zimbabwe independence movement, 
Edison zvobgo and Herbert Chitepo. 

31 CARE presented submissions to tbe Committee of In
quiry into Broadcasting, the Johnson Committee on Education, 
and to the Minister 0£ Immigration, Fraser Colman. 
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Justice and Race, was held in Aprtl and the second, on Ed-

. d . 32 CA 1 ' . . ucation an Race, in May. · RE was a so increasing its 

33 
co-operation with Polynesian groups , and to further this, 

a liaison officer was appointed in September to establish 

channels through which CARE could communicate more effective

ly with the Maori and non-Maori Polynesian organizations. 

Although CARE's position as a 1broker' between these groups 

and the majority European community ?f which CARE was a part, 

arose gradually and unintentionally, it became CARE's intent

ion to adapt successfully to this unintended function. What 

arose as a consequence became an intention, or goal, as CARE 

perceived different angles to the solution of its over

riding goal. 

But despite CARE's concentration on local problems of 

immigration, justice and race, criticism was voiced at the 

1973 Annual General Meeting that CARE was paying too much 
, 

attention to overseas apartheid and not enough to racism in 

New Zealand. 34 

Perhaps as a consequence of this, interest in South 

Africa was markedly de-emphasised in 1974. 35 CARE's new 

32 · 
Recommendations from both these Seminars were pre-

ented to the Ministers concerned. 

33rncluding Nga Tamatoa, Polynesian Panthers, Auckland 
District Maori Council, the Auckland Regional Coun~il of the 
Maori Women's Welfare League, Te Huinga Rangatahi o Aotearoa, 
Te Reo Maori Society (Auckland) famd Nga Kuri a Whare. 

34rn retrospect, a warning can be seen of this in the 
formation of the Auckland Committee on Racism and Discrimin
ation (ACORD), a more radical body, in July 1973. 

35The real reason may be any combination of that, and 
~hree other reasons: that Tom Newnham left for overseas by 
1974; the development of the National Anti-Apartheid Committee· 
in Wellington which moved away from its role as a co-ordinator 
and towards being more directly concerned with anti-apartheid; 
~nd the establishment of the Anti-Apartheid In£.ormation Centre 
l.n Aucklando 
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Secretary, Joris de Bres, marked a new development in CARE's 

concerns: New Zealand and the Pacific. The issue CARE con

centrated on in 1974 was the question of immigration, and it 

was sparked off by the group's protests at the pre-dawn 

arrests of Tongan workers who had overstayed their work per-

• 36 mits. Joris de Bres' visit to Tonga and Fiji in May 

improved contacts in the Pacific. 

In 1974 CARE, with Nga Tamatoa, presented submissions 

to the Educational Development Conference, on Maori Courses 

in Teachers' Colleges. The Educational Development Confer

ence clarified CARE's value as a broker: it illustrated the 

reluctance of government departments to recognise the voices 

0£ the Maori and Polynesian groups. Obviously, CARE was 

becoming necessary a::; au .i.ute.q-'J. ete.1.. of demands. On the 

other hand, CARE's Homework Centres were, by mid 1974, being 

solely organized by the Polynesian Panthers. Protests over 

the special Police Task Force also showed the close relation

ship between CARE and other .groups. 37 

CARE in 1975 swung perhaps even more markedly to a 

New Zealand perspective. It was still concerning itself with 

Islander immigration into New Zealand, and with the racist 

aspects of colonization in the Pacific, but it was becoming 

more deeply involved in (Auckland) community affairs. Late in 

36 
These became popularly known as the ; Dawn Raids'. 

37CARE, Nga Tamatoa, Polynesian Panthers, ACORD, and 
the Young Christian Workers formed the Coalition Against 
Police Oppression which patrolled the Task Force's activities 
and demanded a Public Inquiry into the Force. When this de
mand was ignored, the Coalition arranged an independent 
inquiry, the People's Tribunal (October 5-19), which called 
for the disbandment of the Force and suggested alternatives. 
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the year it began a campaign to sponsor Community Health Vol

unteers in South Auckland, and throughout the year the group's 

sub-committees on housing, wel£a-re and health emphasized the 

part it had to play in brokering between the white and Poly

nesian communities. 

CARE'S continued opposition to the use of the Task 

Force also highlighted this, and it worked on this in close 

liaison with ACORD, the Polynesian Panthers and Nga Tamatoa, 

38 especially in advocating a greater use of J-Teams. CARE saw 

in this softer approach to criminal offending a preferable al

ternative to the Task Force. A further example of CARE'S 

increasing contact with the Polynesian community is its own 

committee: five of the twelve members in 1975 were Polynesian. 

On a national level, CARE continued to criticize sport-

. h f. d h d . 39 
~~g tours to Sout Arica an Ro esia. It also kept a 

watch over any racial bias in education or law enforcement 
, 

both in respect to tho92leading (teachers and officers) and 

those led (pupils and citizens). Much of CARE's energy in the 

later part of the year went into support for the Maori land 

movement Te Roopu Ote Matakite: CARE provided finance, pub

licity and shelter, and several members joined in both the 

march and the subsequent protest and embassy at Parliament. 

In short, CARE continued with a seemingly unsystematic 

advocacy of racial issues which masked pursuance of a constant 

over all goal •. 

38These were joint teams of a police officer, a volunt
ary social worker and a government social worker, and were 
intended to deal with the social problems of young offenders. 

39rn 1975, a New Zealand squash team, golf team, a 
Marlborough rugby team and the Ponsonby Rugby Club toured 
South Africa.; and the Tui (Hamil ton} Cricket Club visited 
Rhodesia. 
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III. ANALYSIS 

So the pattern of CARE's development can be traced. 

From 1964 till 1966 the emphasis of CARE'S activities was on, 

firstly, social welfare work and, secondly, on education 

about ( overseas 40 ) apartheid and the gener_al problems of rac

ial attitudes. This reflected a 'split' in the committee 

between those whose concern lay in the more abstract, 'moral', 

issues about apartheid; and those who were more concerned 

with meeting the needs 0£ Auckland's (neglected) Polynesian 

inhabitants. There was little work done on local, or even 

New Zealanq issues in these early years, as CARE's ideas took 

time to develop, firstly co.ncentrating on what was, to the 

h . . b 1 f th . tt 41 th b · w ite li era eye o e commi ee , e more o vious sympt-

oms 0£ racism. More importantly, CARE was not well known in 

the community until later years and-this relative 'inaccess

ibility' mean~ that no-one was likely to bring his problem to 

CARE's attention. This could only begin to happen with th~ 

start of such projects as the Homework Centres and the In

quiry Centre. 

As the evidence has shown, 1967 marked the beginning 0£ 

CARE'S concern £or racism closer to home, and this was tied up 

with the general expansion of CARE's activities into all areas. 

After about 1970, when HART became 'watchdog' over sporting 

contacts, and the NZRRC began to look at New Zealand racial 

attitudes in general, CARE narrowed its focus 0£ attention to 

local Auckland matters. This led CARE to associate more 

closely with the new radical Polynesian groups, just as attent-

40Mostly South Africa and Rhodesia, but also Uganda 
(1972) and Zanzibar (1971). 

41 Richard Northey, see footnote 24, this chapter. 
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ion to local New Zealand problems had, from 1967, encouraged 

CARE to develop a less paternalistic attitude· to those it was 

attempting to help. By 1973, CARE had started to act as a 

'go-between' between the Polynesian groups and the wider white 

community, and 1974 saw a further narrowing of emphasis to

wards this direction in CARE's activities. 

CARE could narrow its emphasis without denying its 

original diverse aims. The group's original purpose was to 

ensure that all possible negative aspects of racism were 

guarded against: by 1974 several groups were jointly fulfill

ing this function: CARE, HART, NZRRC, the National Anti

Apartheid Committee (NAAC) and the Auckland Committee on 

Racism and Discrimination (ACORD). As these groups moved in

to the area with specialized goals which overlapped with 

CARE's more generalized goals, CARE itself could become spec

ialized in its emphasis. 

But throughout all these varying emphases in goals, the 

main goal remained public education on all aspects of apart

heid, whether de jure42 or de facto. Early CARE publications 

and touring speakers attempted to educate their New Zealand 

audience on Rhodesian or South African apartheid, and later on 

sports apartheid. After 1969 CARE'S Yearly Reports became 

available to the public - as much to educate readers about 

racism as to educate them about CARE. Because, ultimately, 

the right public image is a necessary part of a group's weapon

ry, CARE did not wish to invalidate what it was saying by using 

methods that could alienate the wider white community and brand 

CARE as irresponsible. 

42For example, drawing attention to the Race Relations 
Act (1968), the Maori Affairs Amendment Bill (1967) and New 
Zealand's Immigration Policy (19b8 and i.970). 
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CARE, therefore, always placed emphasis on the press 

and broadcasting media. and it did this in two ways. Firstly, 

CARE tried to use the media as a means of communicating the 

truth it saw on the issue in general, or on any issue in 

particular. 43 In relation to this, it is pertinent to note 

that CARE has been careful to maintain a good relationship 

with the local -multilingual newspaper West End News which 

serves the Ponsonby-Newton-Grey Lynn area, and the paper has 

. t. . . 44 . dl run items on many CARE ac ivities. Secon y, CARE has 

attempted to correct any racial bias that might appear 

through news or current affairs stories. 45 This latter task 

was taken up by the NZRRC after 1971, although CARE still pur

sued this locally in Auckland. 

CARE took up this £unction, as it does most community 

projects, after it saw government £ailing to do so. "The 

need to enlighten public opinion is urgent. Each day it be

comes more apparent that the government is abdicating its 

·b·1·t· "46 responsi ii ies. Tom Newnham was talking in relation to 

discrimination abroad, but the thought behind it was applied 

equally to the New Zealand situation. CARE took up govern

ment policy issues, such as immigration in 1968 and 1970, 

justice and education in 1973 and Maori representation in 

1974 as much to educate N.ew Zealand awareness, as to try to 

get g~vernment to remedy the situation. Seminars were per

haps more important to CARE than were submiss·ions, • and CARE I s 

43 For example, CARE's attempt at a News Backgrounder 
Service in 1971. 

44such as the Homework Centres and various seminars. 

45For example, Truth was frequently criticized. 

· 46Tom Newnham 1 s address at the inaugural meeting of 
Christchurch CARE:, 17 /7 /69" 
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briefs on such topics were not often prepared, and rarely 

t d 47 . presen e in camera. Even in those few matters where CARE 

d . t t ' . . t . . 48 t was respon ing o governmen s ini iative , i was equally 

interested in educating the New Zealand public to defects in 

the social system • 

. So the picture emerges of CARE picking up problems 

which have no champion outside the other anti-racism groups 

and making sure that New Zealand will not sink into apathetic 

racism. This is CARE's function now but what relation does 

this have to CARE's official aims? 

CARE has kept to its original aims of promoting re

search, opposing prejudice, supporting the (New Zealand) 

Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, and.persuading the 

New Zealand Government to be active in the United Nations on 

racism, in the sense that over eleven years it has shown con

cern for all these aspects of apartheid. But the very 

diversity of these aims has produced varying periods and ex

tremes of goal distortion. On the whole, CARE's last two 

aims have remained minor while in the first two aims, emphasis 

has fluctuated. From 1970, the aim of promoting research into 

all aspects of racism in New Zealand has been more the funct

ion of, at first NZRRC, and then NAAC, although CARE, with the 

Polynesian groups, still·researches into problems more pertin

ent to Auckland, the largest Polynesian city in th~ world. 

was CARE "opposing racial prejudice in all its forms in New 

47 · · d · ( . t . t . A k According to Joris e Bres priva e in erview, uc -
land, 14/11/74) CARE has been invited, but has declined. Tom 
Newnham, however, says that the group would participate in• 
confidential talks if they were asked to (interview, 15/11/7 4 ). 
There seems to be no official policy on regular confidential 
talks. 

48 rn the Johnson Committee on Education, and the 
Cormnittee of Inquiry into Bro 
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Zealand and abroad"? This aim was too broad ever to be com

pletely fulfilled, and was probably a hypothetic ideal 

designed not to curb CARE 1 s activities in the early days. The 

evidence of the formation of Polynesian groups and their 

radicalization, suggests some dissatisfaction with CARE's 

actions in combating New Zealand racial prejudice. 

It is difficult to answer whether CARE still continues 

in its original aims or not: £or having 'pioneered' its 

goals, the group now works as a contributor to these aims via 

other groups, but does not undertake any of these aims by 

itself. In this sense, CARE functions as' the umbrella 

organization it is said to be49 , as its broader philosophy 

links together many of the more specific and smaller groups. 

- • • • "I - • .. • - t - _, - • -, _;J_ - • ,_ - ~ .. • . • ,. • tiUL in anoLner sense i~ is a ·con~riou~or· oy ac~ing spec1r1c-

ally on local Auckland matters together with Polynesian groups¢ 

It is in this latter way that CARE is an interpreter or 

'broker' between the Polynesian and white communities; a 

publicist-watchdog £or both communities, rather than just a 

political actor in the pakeha community. 

Events have moulded CARE into this new role, and away 

from that of a watchdog over all racial matters. This has 

resulted in a permanent goal distortion towards one of its 

original aims, the public education aspect. But the official 

goals have remained the same and are still adhered to in the 

sense that they are all parts of a coherent set of principles, 

and that CARE has never undertaken any activity that would 

violate or contradict its guiding principle - a non-racist 

society. So the official goals are unaltered, while the real 

49By Richard Northey, interview, 16/11/740 
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concentration 0£ CARE's resources is channelled into a broker

age between the Polynesian and white communities. 

And the aim 0£ this brokerage remains educating public 

opinion to the needs, and benefits, 0£ the Polynesian commun

ity" As the problem CARE is now concentrating on is a 

de facto problem, the issue would seem to show no signs 0£ 

disappearing. But, apart from the £act that the problem is 

an ongoing one, is there still a need £or a group like CARE? 

The argument 0£ this chapter is that there is a need, and 

this argument returns us to the point made earlier about 

CARE'S unique position. The NZRRC or NMC would educate New 

Zealand about apartheid on a more abstract level, that is, as 

it is built into the laws 0£ a country; but where a need 

exists £or CARE is at the de £acto level, at the 'community' 

level, in which direction the group has been developing since 

1971. 

So the goal distortion evidenced in CARE over the past 

eleven years does not involve the occurrence 0£ goal displace

ment, when means become ends. Method does not become aim 

while some manifestation 0£ the original problem still remainso 

CARE continues because it is part 0£ a network 0£ 

groups which act on the broad probl~ms 0£ racism. As well as 

presenting the concerns 0£ those who are politically left-0£

centre, CARE now also presents the problems of those it con

siders are socially and economically under-privileged because 

0£ their raceo CARE has. developed a specialized role within 

the network of anti-racist groups: it both communicates 

Polynesian problems to the Pakeha community; and also commun

icates possible solutions back to the Polynesians. 

But this 'specialized role 1 is a refinement of CARE'S 
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overriding and more general role, that of public education: 

and it £its within the framework of this more general role 0 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

cov 

I • INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter Two, it was found that the COV was formed 

out of a political climate that accepted independent organ

ized action on an issue neglected by the traditional political 

channels. It was felt that a pressure group was "the only way 

1 
of getting things done 11 and, possibly because of this general 

distrust of political parties, the COV made the public, rather 

than the government, its main focus of attention. It was also 

suggested that the COV's public emphasis arose out of the 

belief that a 1 groun:dswell 1 of public opinion could bring down 

the government. This chapter will seek to explore these ideas, 

by examining ~by the COV continued to exist and to function 

past the first impetus of its formation. 

This question of why the group continued will be an

swered by an examination of the goals, both professed and 

.a~tual, of the COV. This approach implies that the way the 

group acts will tell us something about the broader reasons 

for its existence. In other words, it assumes that one can 

see in the formation and continuance of such an organization, 

a reasoning for its existence other than simply the issue it 

acts on. We will con.sider this point in the second part of 

this chapter, when we examine why the COV directed its act

ivities towards the publico 

1 Conrad Bollinger, private interview, Wellington, 
24/7/74. 
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On the superficial _level, the COV I s goal was the re

solution of the Vietnam conflict, and, primarily, the COV 

existed because the war existed. This was its professed goal, 

and also one of its actual goals. This chapter will now 

attempt to sketch the development of the COV, showing the 

points of view that the COV embodiedo It will also attempt 

to demonstrate that while intermediate goals moved from the 

resolution of the war to the resolution of the political sit

uation, the central goal remained support of Vietnamese 

self-determination. Contrary to organizational-theory's ex

pectations, the ends have not been replaced by the· means. It 

is intended to show that the promotional pressure group in 

this case has continued in order to fulfill a political pur

pose, and not to perpetuate itselfo 

Throughout its ten years, the COV remained faithful to 

two main forms of activity. These are the demonstration, 

varying in form from~ picket of a dozen or so people, to the 

2 mobilization demonstrations of several thousand; and the 

publication, which can be a simple demonstration handout, 

usually giving the reasons for the demonstration, or a reason

ed exposition on the situation, such as Vietnamo 3 These 

tactics were largely a result of the resources at the COV's 

disposal - peopleo Furthermore, it appears that the 

'official' channels of government were closed to the COV by 

2Attendance at the mobilizations in Wellington ranged 
from 1,000 at the July 17 mobilization·in 1970, to 8,500 at 
the July 30 mobilization in 1971. 

3vietnam was prepared by the Research sub-committee of 
the COV and published in October 19650 
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the end of the first yeare Although the vehicle remained the 

same, the message changed as the C0V's point of view 0£ the 

war changed. 

The C0V can be divided into £our periods £or a consid

eration of the way it developed: 1965-68, 1968-70, 1970-72, 

and 1973 onwards. This division plays down any influence that 

individual chairmen may have had on the development of the C0V, 

but then the cause and effect generally worked in the other 

direction~ Rather than the chairman changing the.group, 

changes within the C0V brought to the fore a chairman rep

resentative of a changed outlook. Nevertheless, although 

these almost yearly 'changes' occurred, the only real differ-

ence between chairmen is between Barry Mitcalfe (1965-67) and 

his successors. The later chairmen were more servants of the 

organization, a situation which was not attained in the first 

two years when Barry Mitcalfe, as the person largely respons

ible for getting the C0V off the ground4 , remained dominant in 

the organization. It is in these two years, too, that the 

greatest confusion occurs between individual and organization

al goals. To deal, however, with chairmen-year divisions 

alone in tracing the C0V's development would be of little 

value as such an approach would blur the real developments of 

the C0V. Any such changes in chairmen will be dealt with 

as they appear significant within the C0V's development. Af

ter all, the chairmen reflect what is happening in the 

4rhere is unanimity amongst C0V members interviewed 
that without Barry Mitcalfe and his training college students, 
the C0V would probably have not got beyond the first spate of 
activity. See also Chapter Two, p.30. 
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organization - they do not determine what happens. 5 

II. COV 1965-1975 

The COV was formed with the purpose of stopping any New 

Zealand mil,itary involvement in Vietnam. After May 27, 1965, 

when the decision to send troops was announced· by government, 

the cov•s efforts became centred around the withdrawal of ex

isting troops, and the prevention of any further involvement. 6 

This was reflected in the constitution of the COV adopted at 

the Annual General Meeting on -March 7, 1966, which gave as the 

COV' s aims: 

1. To urge the Government to adopt the following 
policy on Vietnam: 

(a) No military involvement. 

(b) Support of attempts to negotiate a settlement. 

(c) Assistance to the Vietnamese by: 

i) Aid to North and South Vietnam peoples 
who have suffered in the conflict; 

ii) Rendering technical assistance as may 
be called £or when a political solution 
to the conflict has been obtained. 

2. To promote public education in, and to encourage 
accurate reporting of, current events in North and 
South Vietnam. 

5This does not.contradict the statement of Barry Mit
calfe's importance - he reflected the group's need to get 
itself going organizationally. There was still a partial ten
sion between Mitcalfe's 'pacifist' aims and the more political 
ideas of other members, so that Mitcalfe did not determine all 
events. 

6The following commitments were announced: on May 25 
1964, a 25-man Army Engineering Unit; on May 27 1965, 120 men 
0£ Battery 161, Royal New Zealand Artillery (the first combat 
troops used); on March 26 1966 these were increased to 150; on 
March 9 1967, an Infantry Company of 120; on October 17 1967, 
170 men of "W" Company; in November 1968 a Special Air Se.rvice 
Troop of 26. Medical and training assistance was also given. 
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Because of the nature of New Zealand's position in 

Vietnam at that time, the COV was of necessity focused on the 

more negative aim of 1 no military involvement', and this em

phasis lasted until early 1968 when the proposed Paris Peace 

Talks gave the illusion that military involvement was about to 

endo This is not to say, however, that opinion within the 

COV was monolithic - it included many areas of opinion, human

ist, liberal, pacifist and socialist; and those who saw 

Vietnam from a socialist viewpoint later became important in 

the organizationo 

So until 1968, the Committee's aims were centred.on 

withdrawing troops, at first New Zealand's, and then all 

troops. This aim was borne out in the demonstrations held in 

1965: the demonstration at the opening of parliament on May 

27J a demonstration in August at the United States'Embassy, 

and a rally and march on Parliament on November 27. With

drawing the troops was also the concern of a Teach-In held 

at Victoria University in July, but this was organized by 

University groups, and not officially by the COV. Such an 

anti-war stance also involved the disproving of the 

' . Communist domino' theory which justified New Zealand's in-

volvement. 

The Committee's publications, which presented an alter

native to the official view of the political situation in 

Vietnam, attempted to do thiso In 1965 these included 

Question and Answer, in July, an analysis of the Internation

al Supervisory Commission on Vietnam's report on the free 

elections (in August), Vietnam in October, and a criticism of 

the Government White Paper on Vietnam in July. Libraries and 

secondary schools were also contacted with lists of publicat-
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ions on Vietnam, and the schools were later approached to 

show films about Vietnam. 

Activities at this time were largely responsive, as 

well as negative, and this again was because 0£ the nature of 

the war. Especially in 1966 and 1967, most demonstrations7 

held were in response to visits by the "prime movers 118 of 

involvement in Vietnam, in addition to the customary demons

tration at the opening of parliament. There were large 

demonstrations during the visits of Vice-President Humphrey in 

February 1966, President Johnson in October 1966, Marshall Ky 

in January 1967, and Maxwell Taylor and Clark Clifford in 

August 1967. To coincide with these visits, advertisements. 

against the war were placed in the New Zealand Listener. 

Also, pickets were arranged whenever United States' warships· 

~alled into Wellington - the first of these was the Benjamin 

Stoddart in May 1966. These warship pickets were directed at 

decrying the United States' involvement in Vietnam, and plac

ards at the four demonstrations mentioned above set out 

objections to both New Zealand and American intervention in 

Vietnam. Publications in 1966 and 1967 kept up the emphasis 

of reminding the reader that neither New Zealand nor the 

United States had any right to interfere in what was basically 

. ·1 9 a civi war. 

7with the exception of the 1967 October week (16-21) 
of anti-war activities and demonstrations. 

8David carrad, private interview, Wellington, 10/10/74. 

9These publications included The Story Behind a war 
(late 1966), Vietnam - End the War (June 1966), Quote (the COV 
regular publication), Children of Vietnam (early 1967), Some 
Sacrifice by Everyone - Why? (October 1967), Can we Let tEis 
Happen Again? (August 1967). In 1967 the COV also circulated 
a film, Sons and Daughters. 
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As mentioned earlier, the first two years showed the 

most evidence of tension between individual and organization

al goals, perhaps largely because the Committee wanted, for 

reasons later to be explored, to create and maintain a broad 

(and popular) base of appeal. ·As such, it sought to prevent 

its actions from being compromised with either 'extremism' or 

with the existing political channels. Although at the meeting 

held after the November weekend of activity in 1965, it was 

decided that the COV could work partially through the Labour 

party, it was also stressed that the COV should keep its in-

. 10 
dependence. 

On the whole, contact with the Labour party was on a 

personal, informal basis. 11 Other actions, such as Barry 

Mitcalfe's support for J. Walding in the 1967 Palmerston North 

by~election and the founding of the Farm Road branch of the 

Labour party by Roger Boshier in 1966,were individual attempts 
I 

and not sanctioned by the Committee; although the distinction 

was not always apparent at the time. Another example was the 

'takeover' by Roger Boshier of the Victoria University Nat

ional Club (in September 1967) which served to publicise the 

COV and the Qui .Nhon Aid Fund. At the other extreme was the 

unofficial condoning of actions regarded by the Committee as 

damaging to the COV's public image. A 'sit-in' at the Prime 

Minister's office by Paul Melser and Nicholas Rosenberg the 

day after the decision to send troops in 1965, and the chain-

1ONational Liaison Committee Newsletter, N0 .1, 29/11/65. 

11 · 
These personal contacts later paid off when Labour 

became the Government in November 1972. The COV had had no 
personal contacts with individual members of the National 
Partyo 
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ing to the pillars of parliament during Humphrey's visit, by 

four members of the cov12 , were examples of this. Another, 

more controversial, example of this desire to convince New 

Zealand that the COV was not a 'lunatic fringe' was the 

~o Chi Minh letter'written by Barry Mitcalfe in February 1966. 

The letter, regretting that Ho was unwilling to listen to 

American peace proposals, was released to the press and the 

New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation {NZBC) and is believed to 

have been entirely for public consumption. 13 Certainly no 

reply was ever received from North Vietnam. 

The Peace, Power and Politics in Asia (PPPA) Confer

ence held in Wellington from March 30 to April 1 1968, was one 

of the COV's more positive actions, although once again it was 

a responsive action. If the Seato Conference had not been 

h~ld in Wellington in 1968, there would probably have been no 

14 PPPA Conference. Preparations for the Conference began in 

late 1967, and in December 1967 a COV sub-committee under 

12Although the Evening Post (21/2/66, p.19) stated that 
these people were not affiliated to any political group, 
their names appear on a COV mailing list for 1966/67. 

13 The letter was reputedly sent to North Vietnam 
through the International Control Commission, and other memb
ers of the Committee did not know about it until after it was 
sent. It was considered by some to be politically naive, and 
involving or implying an incorrect assessment of the situation 
in Vietnam. As the letter 'chided' Ho for not listening to 
the AJ,Tierican peace overtures which implied aggression by the 
North, it was almost assuming that the conflict did not arise 
from within South Vietnam, and that American intervention was 
valid up to a point. 

14 Terry Auld, private interview, Wellington, 11/10/74. 
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Alister Taylor undertook to organize the Conference, which 

'featured' anti-war speakers from overseas. It is generally 

credited to have overshadowed the Seato Conference, held at 

the same time, and in the preparatory stages was talked of as 

the 'alternative' or 'counter' conference. 15 Later, however, 

it became concerned with issues wider than Seato; with dis

cerning the issues of the war, and with proposing solutions, 

including advocacy of 'non-alignment' in the sense of indep

endence 0£ New Zealand policy. 16 The Conference was an 

attempt by COV at 'respectability•, and the demonstration 

planned £or the final day of the PPPA Conference did not 

17 eventuate. 

'Respectability' was a coincidental aim: the Confer

ence tried 'to activate people. Although it did show that 

there was a basis £or a large New Zealand anti-war movement, 

this did not ?Orne about until 1970, and the effects of the 

PPPA Conference as seen at the time were that people "were 

reassured, not activated.n18 But on the running of the COV, 

the immediate effects of the Conference were negative. 

'Tidying up 1 after the Conference absorbed the energies of the 

Committee well into 1969. The publication of the PPPA book, 

15Executive meeting minutes 29/6/67, 4/8/67, '10/9/67, 
21/9/67, 5/10/67. 

16PPPA Conference Draft Communique. 

17some members 0£ the Committee believed that demon
strations were 1 unrespectable 1 , and would harm the impact and 
prestige of the PPPA. 

18John Gough, Chairman's Report, 1969. 
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the unscrambling of film shot during the Conference, payment 

of speakers, their accommodation and fares,and collecting dues 

from 1200 delegates exhausted resources which could have been 

spent in organizing tours and speakers along the lines of the 

visit of Brigadier Hester, who visited Wellington in November 

1967 to speak against the war. As it was, the Committee re

treated to its former pattern of activity for 1968 and most of 

1969, and the first organized tour, after Hester's, was of 

Alan Meyers in December 1969. 

This weakening of the COV in an organizational sense 

was accompanied by a falling-away in broadbase support with

in New Zealand. On the final day of the PPPA Conference, 

Lyndon Johnson had announced his own withdrawal from the 

Presidential race, and the proposals £or the Paris Peace 

Talks. So those who saw the Vietnam issue as being 'out now' 

believed that this object was about to be realised. 

During 1968 and 1969, then, as a result of the PPPA 

Conference,'and of the Paris Peace Talks proposal, the COV 

entered a period of decline and did not begin to recover 

until mid-1970 when it had an immediate issue again around 

which it could focus - the bombing of Cambodiaa . The COV re

cognised this 'low' itself. In the Chairman's Report of 1970, 

Jeremy Lowe said 11 broadly_ speaking,we are now at our lowest 
. 19 

ebb sine~ the PPPA Conference." This is also evidenced by 

19Jeremy Lowe, Chairman's Report, 1970. 
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20 the amount 0£ activity in contrast to previous years , and 

by the £act that these activities remained largely negative 

and were still responsive, despite the examples set by the 

Hester visit and the PPPA Con£erenceo 

The COV, then, was 'attacked' from two sides - its 

organization, which was preoccupied with administration, and 

many of its supporters, who saw no further need £or the cov. 

But the Committee did not die, despite a provision in the 

t ·t t· £ d" 1 . "t21 b £ · cons 1 u ion or isso ving 1 , ecause o its very nature 

as a broadly-based organization. Those who had seen the more 

'political' implications of Vietnam during its early years22 

now stayed with the COV and £illed up the vacuum left by 

members no longer in the COV who had seen Vietnam more simply 

as an anti-war issue. The chairmen 0£ 1969-70 (Jeremy T .'"'TU,.-,.\ -"--'Y'I~, 

and 1970-71 (Terry Auld) were largely in that position by 

default, and Jeremy Lowe refers to himself as a "caretaker 
I 

h . 23 c a1rma:n 11 • 

20 · h In 1968 and 1969, there were t e following demonst-
rations; at the opening of Parliament (in June 0£ both years), 
several against visiting warships, during the visits of Pak 
Chung Hee (September 1968) and William Rogers (August 1969), 
against the conviction of Dr B. Spock of "conspiring to couns
el draft avoidance" (June 1968), and the rally and march in 
November 1969 which coincided with the Washington 'March of 
Death'. There were also several pickets 0£ the Saigon Embassy 
in 1969, and a sympathy demonstration during Agnew's visit to 
Auckland in January 1970. Publications included The War rs Not 
Over (May 1969), Failure of a Mission (July 1969), Q\iaker Re
_port (October-November 1969), and anti..-war advertisements in 
the Listener during the election period of 1969. 

21Entitled Rules 0£ the New Zealand Committee on 
Vietnam (Incorporated). It became e££ective by the Annual 
General Meeting 0£ March 7, 1967. 

22That is, CND or Communist Party members - those who 
had acted politically in.other organizations before the for
mation of the cov. The development to a Socialist viewpoint 
was the inevitable concomitant of a committed few. 

23 Jeremy Lowe, private interview, Wellington, 13/10/74. 
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As these more 'radical' members 0£ the C0V moved into 

o:f:ficial positions, the viewpoint of the Committee began to 

change past 'stop the war' and 'withdraw troops' to a more 

political appreciation of the situation, an aspect which had 

been under-emphasised between 1965 and 1968. 24 The turning 

point had begun with the PPPA because, as well as its immed

iate negative repercussions, it is reputed to have 

radicalised a number 0£ younger students. 25 It was these new 

students who began to grayitate towards the anti-war movement 

with their own developed view of what the conflict was about, 

and their views (increasingly favouring the National•Liberat~ 

ion Front [known as the Provisional Revolutionary Government 

or. PRG after 196iJ) coin9ided with those of the .older type of 

activist already in the Corr.mittee. It was the students, how

ever, who were necessary in the next stage of the C0V 1 s 

activities - the mobilizations. 

In this way, the C0V was following the path of the war: 

as the military situation there was de-emphasised, so those in 

the C0V who saw the situation as political began to influence 

the- official viewpoint of the Committee. After the Paris 

Talks got under way in 1969, the emphasis within the C0V was 

24sy 1968, the C0V had correspondence contacts with 
North Vietnamese groups - the Vietnam Federation of Labour, 
the People's Liberation Armed Forces of South Vietnam, Viet
nam Peace Committee (Hanoi), South Vietnam Trade Union 
Federation for Liberationo 

25sut this was only a new wave of students: students 
had formed the bulk of the Lodge demonstration in 1965. This 
claim was from Mike Law (private interview, Wellington, 
14/10/74), but Robert Reid (private interview, Wellington, 
7/10/74) doubted that PPPA was very important in educating 
students apart from a few, and would place his own radicalis•
ation later. In reality, PPPA was probably· only one of a 
number of influential events. · 
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centred around the implementation of the Paris peace agree

ment, and ensuring independence £or the Vietnam people. By 

mid-1970 the Committee began to follow the war in another way. 

As the war itself widened, so did the focus of the COV widen 

to include all Cambodia, and on October 19, 1970, at a Special 

General Meeting, constitutional changes were made which alter

ed the Committee's aims to refer to 'Indo-China 1 rather than 

'Vietnam' although particular emphasis was placed on Viet-

26 nam. The widening 0£ the war was the issue that the 

mobilizations of 1970, 1971, and 1972 were concentrated on, 

although this later changed in 1972 to include support £or 

the PRG's seven-point peace plan •. 

The COV was moving in its activities towards a more 

Sq.Ille time it was showing more initiative in its activities, as 

the mobilizations were planned independently of actions by the 

11prime movers" of the conflict. 27 In this period, however, 

activities were marked £or their national anti-war character, 

and the COV until mid-1972 was a part of this national move

ment, although it still acted independently on smaller 

occasions such as the July 4 demonstrations in 1971, 1972 

and 19730 

In 1970, the level.of anti-war activity in each major 

New Zealand city was approximately the same, in contrast with 

the earlier years when only Wellington had an anti-war group 

of any significant sizeo Co-ordinating activity on a national 

26specia1 General Meeting minutes 19/10/70. 

27Although the mobilizations were held in conjunction 
with overseas anti-war activity, especially that in the 
United States. 
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basis, therefore, was more successful than Wellington's 

earlier attempts at liaison in 1967. 28 The demonstration/ 

mobilization in Wellington on May 1, consisting of a march 

from Victoria University to the cenotaph, a 27 hour vigil, 

and a rally at the Town Hall on the Sunday, was the first 

attempt to co-ordinate New Zealand anti-war activity, and for 

the next two years activity continued on this basis.· 

A National Conference held at Wellington in June 

planned the July 17 mobilization. This, and the May mobil

ization were held after the announcement29 that the Government 

planned a partial withdrawal of New Zealand troops from Viet

nam. The emphasis of these two protests, however, was on the 

expansion of the war beyond Vietnam •. A further Conference 

was held in November to discuss New Zealand's continuing role 

in the war and the merits of aid. This was followed by an

other Conference in March 1971 which set up a National 

Liaison Committee to organize the April 30 mobil'ization. At 

this mobilization the demands were for withdrawal from Indo-

30 China, but ·not yet for support of the PRG. This Wellington-

based National Liaison Committee was dissolved at a meeting 

on June 12,. as it had been found that the National Liaison 

Committee was absorbing too much of the cov•s time and member-

28This attempt emanated from a National Conference of 
Easter 1967. But groups in other centres were too splintered, 
and the project lapsed within a year. 

29Brief History of the New Zealand Army in South Viet
nam 1964-72. (Wellington: Army Public Relations, Ma~ch 1973), 
Pol2. . 

30Although the NLF was indirectly supported by an 
official COV advertisement in the New Zealand Listener,Nov
ember 1969, which outlined the NLF's ten-point peace plan of 
May 1969. 
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ship. On June 17, the COV set up a publicity sub-committee 

to publicise and co-ordinate Wellington anti-war activity· 

with that in the rest of New Zealando 

The publication of the Pentagon Papers provided further 

impetus for the July 30 mobilization, in which a record 8,500 

marched in Wellington. Wellington COV also independently 

arranged a speaking tour £or Dr Benjamin Spock, an American 

anti-war activist, in June, and organized the New Zealand 

distribution 0£ an anti-war film, The Year of the Pig, through

out 1971. It was, however, being felt at this stage that the 

mobilizations, reiterating the old message of withdrawal, ex

hausted energies· for very little return, and prevented the 

COV from pursuing other ways 0£ achieving a solution to the 

Vietnam conflict. 

However, the National Conference which met in November 

1971 to plan future activities provided further scope in 

setting up the Vietnam Medical Aid Appeal. It also widened 

the basis of the mobilizations to extend support of the PRG's 

seven-point peace plan, and by this possibly made participat

ion in the national anti-war movement more acceptable to the 

COV. In April 1972, yet another National Conference, this 

time held in Auckland, endorsed the resolution of the November 

Confer.ence and added to these, 'Withdrawal from Indo-China 1 

and 'self-determination £or Inda-China' as the demands 0£ the 

July 14 mobilization. 

It was intended that the COV should act as the Mobil

ization Committee £or the Wellington area, but two such 

committees in Wellington eventuated after a group of Socialist 
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Action League members walked out of the COV on May 29. 31 The 

COV continued to plan the July 14 mobilization, but this was 

the final nationally co-ordinated activityo The COV saw it

self heading in directions other than those chosen by the 

Socialist Action League - influenced Auckland and Christchurch 

anti-war movements. 

The decline of the COV 1 s interest in the mobilizations 

coincided with the onset of the 1972 General Elections, and 

the resulting change of government, while not so much affect

ing what the COV said, affected how they said it. As public 

involvement again began to fall off with the end of the 

mobilizations, the COV found a replacement in the 'accessib

ility' of the Labour Government. Accessible, that is, in 

comparison with the National Govern..~ent of the previous seven 

-years. The channels 0£ government and department began to 

open to the COV as it was moving towards a more positive 
> 

stand on the Vietnam question - support for the Pa:ris Peace 

' · 32 
Agreement of February 1973. By the Annual General Meeting 

in March 1974, this developed into recognition of the PRG 

with a peripheral concern £or Laos and Cambodia. 

It is perhaps this combination of £actors which ex-

. - 33 
plains the COV 1 s quieter, more educative stance since the 

31The official reason was that the SAL did not want the 
PRG 1 s seven-point peace plan included in the mobilization's 
demands, because this would exclude the mobilization from 
having a broad base 0£ supporto But the real difference is 
ideological: the PRG plan involved a refutation of Trotskyism, 
and the SAL is a Trotskyist organization. 

32oecided at the Annual General Meeting March 1973 
{Minutes). 

33 Examples of this are the publication of a bi-monthly 
Newsletter to 200 subscribers {from July 1973), and of a fort
i:ITghtly Newsbrie£ to 2,000 'opinion• leaders. In 1973, there 
was a tour by Wilfrid Burchett in March, and by Carlyle Thayer 
in July, and M aJ !\id Appeals in both years o 
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mobilizations endedo It could also explain its more •official• 

tactics, although the COV also held small demonstrations: 

against the ANZUS pact, in February 1974, and on the first 

anniversary of the Peace Agreement in January 1974. Full 

scale demonstrations were used only if the support for them 

was available, and many supporters believed by then that the 

war was over. 

In 1973, a visit by a Trade Union delegation from the 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) in February, and a visit 

by COV members Rona Bailey, Peter Franks and Mike Law to 

Sydney in May to meet delegates from the DRV and the PRG, 

served to point out one logical transformation of the COV's 

goal to the recognition of the PRG. This culminated in the 

September 1974 campaign £or the (governmental) recognition of 

·the PRG. Simultaneously, however, emphasis was placed on 

medical aid appeals £or PRG areas, and public appeals for this 

occurred in 1973 and 1974. 

It was this money-raising for medical and also recon

struction aid that was the COV's main activity after the 

Saigon administration fell and the New Zealand Government 

recognised the new PRG administration on May 12,, 1975 o The 

Government had virtually done this a month earlier, according 

to the cov34 , by recognising the PRG passports of a delegation 

of PRG .anq. DRV women who were visiting New Zealand._ "The COV 

continued to press £or recognition of Cambodia, as part 0£ the 

aims of its 1967 Constitution to press for self-recognition 

throughout Indo-Chinao It also continued to produce a regular 

34Robert Reid, private interview, Wellington, 9/1/76. 
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~ewsletter, but stopped producing Newsbrief after the ad

ministration in Saigon changed. It was felt 35 that there was 

no longer any need to counter anti-PRG •propaganda' as the 

South Vietnam embassy, the main source of this in New Zealand, 

had closed down, and press reports from Saigon had ceased to 

be pessimistic or negative. 

III. ANALYSIS 

Given the nature of the Vietnam conflict, and the com

position of the COV, such a succession of goals from anti-war 

to pro-PRG was inevitable. On the other hand, goal displace

ment, or the means becoming the end in itself, did not occur: 

the COV 1 s aims were real and not just an excuse for the 

· 36 
group's existence. The PRG delegation had stressed to the 

COV, during the Sydney visit, the need for the COV to continue 

its work for the solution to the Vietnam situation. 37 At that 

stage, solution meant recognition of the PRG politically and 

diplomatically (which was achieved in November 1975): now 

the emphasis is on reconstructione But regardless of aim, the 

COV is still working towards an end apparent in its 1967 Con

stitution, and not merely for the continuance of the 

Conmlittee. 

Further, the relative freedom from factionalism in the 

Wellington group would also indicate a desire to serve the 

35.d 1 em. 

36The Paper would provide (and already partially does) 
an outlet for the energies of COV committee members if the 
COV were to cease·. 

37Rona Bailey, private interview, Wellington, 14/10/74. 
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prob].em, rather than have the problem serve the organiza.tion. 

The COV's acceptance of a group called Release all Vietnamese 

Prisoners of Conscience (RAVPOC) shows that the COV is not 

attempting to perpetuate itself. For, if it was, it would 

not be willing to part with responsibility £or an issue 

peripheral to its concern with Vietnam. 

The succession of goals has been a movement within the 

broader object of a solution to the Indo-China problems o. It 

would appear that for a political organization such as the 

COV, the possibility 0£ goal displacement does not existo 

A political group like this has an 'ideology' with certain 

precepts that prevent the means from becoming the ends, al

though the ends may change. This ideology is something 

different from the problem to be considered by the ·group, and 

can often constitute a goal itself. 

So far, then, we have discovered that the continuing 

problem of the war could explain why the COV has continuedo 

The war, however, explains the COV only on a superficial 

level. We have examined the message carried by the COV's 

activities, but the direction of the activities themselves 

also carries a message. Not only what they said, but how they 

said it, could indicate an answer to the question 'Why has 

the COV existed as a promotional pressure group?' The COV 

acted because no-one else would act - but why in the form 

that it did? 

To phrase the problem differently: all activities 

were directed towards solving that aspect of the problem which 

was seen at that time. But while they were directed through 

certain (that is, public)- channels, others were consistently 

ignored" Why did the COV choose to act this way? If we ex-
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amine why the Committee chose to act publicly, and what it 

hoped to achieve by doing so, perhaps we can find further 

reasons for the COV 1s existence. 

The most obvious explanation for the COV's choosing 

activities directed more towards the public than towards the 

government is that the COV was intending to use the public as 

a means of appealing to the government. That is, to create 

support for the issue and so to claim that it 'represented' 

a recognisable section of the electorate. This was the con

clusion reached in Chapter Two - that the COV was attempting 

to create a 'groundswell' that would eventually topple the 

government •. This approach sees the COV's 'dialogue' with the 

public as only one of the many resources open to it, and, in 

accordance with traditional pressure group typologies, would 

·suggest that the Committee went to the public because it had 

first tried and failed in other areas of pressure/influence. 38 

Alternatively, the COV appealed to the public because 

there was a real danger of being neglected. So after being 

neglected by government and department, the COV then chose to 

influence the public. 39 

But the assumptions of these ideas blind one to the 

actual realities: the COV 1 s first action, in Easter 1965, 

was a public demonstration. This would seem to indicate that 

38rn his research paper, A. Haas assumes that the COV 
appealed to the public because other channels were closed to 
it. A. Haas, "The Wellington Committee on Vietnam 1965-67". 
(unpublished research paper, Victoria University of Welling~ 
ton), p.6; pp.33-35. 

39A ff.· ' 1 t. . h s an o 1c1a ac 1v1ty. It as already been 
mentioned that contacts with the Labour Party were on an 
informal, personal basis. 
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the COV did not appeal to the public after having failed to 

communicate successfully with the government directly,or 

through the External Affairs Department. Also, although the 

Committee did try to reach opinion leaders, who included 

MPs, with its first publication, the cyclostyled Intervention 

in Vietnam, it began its public orientation with letterboxing 

Intervention in Vietnam within a month of the previous 

version, and this was too soon to be able to gauge the 

success 0£ an opinion-leader campaign. Even mailing to 

opinion leaders is itself a form of public campaign, as it 

includes those outside governmental channels. Further, there 

was a deliberate decision in the first few months to drop 

the intellectual approach to the Department in favour of 

quantity rather than quality. The COV was not so politically 

naive as to believe that the Department would respond to an 

unsophisticated approach, so it seems that in adopting this 

approach, they had an emphasis other than swaying the Depart

ment by rhetoric. Letter-writing campaigns suggested by the 

Committee seem .to have been more an attempt.to have people 

participating in 'politics', than an attempt purely to 

influence governmental policy • 

. Was this appeal to the public, then, perhaps intended 

to form a broad based movement? It is true that the COV has 

continually emphasized the necessity of maintaining"a broad 

base, and the dangers of becoming an elitist pressure group; 

but was forming a broad base the cause of appealing to the 

public, or was it merely the effect? Admittedly, the two do 

go together. This idea, however, raises the question: why 

create a broad base? The answer brings us back to the basic 

supposition, that the public was a tool: that the COV went 
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'public' as a means of creating a broad based movement in 

order to pressure the government into withdrawing from in

volvement in Vietnam. Yet we have already found facts that 

do not seem to fit in with this interpretation. There are 

more. For one, the COV never really followed up this method 

of 'appealing' to government with any consistent reinforcing 

campaign of direct appeal. Deputations to the Prime Minister 

occurred rarely, and were more in connexion with a specific 

event in the war than with the broad demands of the demonst

rations and the pamphlets. 40 And press statements to notify 

the public of these deputations were usually issued by the 

cov. 

There is no record of a nation-wide petition being 

addressed to Parliament. Although plans were made for onB 

mid-1965, it was never completed. Further, the anti-war 

advertisements in the press (usually in the New Zealand 

Listener) used by the Committee between 1965 and 1969, seemed 

not to be directed at the government, but at the public. Any 

mini-petition presented, for example, to Humphrey in 1966 de

manding withdrawal, and to the Prime Minister in 1967 on 

demonstrations, was in the form of an open letter once more 

publicity-orientated. Even in 1974, correspondence between 

40A deputation consisting of Barry Mitcalfe, Paul 
Melser, Alec Stafford, Adrian Webster and the Reverend R • 

Thornley, approached the Prime Minister on March 8, 1966, 
about the use of napalm in Vietnam. There was also a deputat
ion to the Leader of the Opposition, Norman Kirk, on the 
withdrawal· 0£ troops at the end of June 1966. The deputees 
were Birry Mitcalfe, Roger Boshier, D.G. Nolan (of the 
Clerical Workers' Union), Toby Hill (of the Wellington Trades· 
Council) and Frank Thorn. A. Haas, op. cit~,pp.17 and 21 • 
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the Prime Minister, Mr Kirk, and the COV Chairman, Robert 

Reid, was published in the form of a COV Newsbrief with a 

circulation to 2,000 'opinion leaders'. And in the first two 

years of the COV, what could be seen as a period of activity 

concentrating on influencing the channels of government - the 

COV 1 s campaign, during the 1966 General Election~ was 

conducted very publicly. 41 

The COV seemed to be laying stress on getting public

ity for the war. In the first few years, concern was often 

expressed over the lack of impartiality of the NZBC and the 

newspapers, and, in June 1966, the COV sent a deputation to 

both the Editor of the Dominion, W.P. Reeves, and the 

NZBC. 42 . 

The Committee, however, was concerned for publicity in 

another way - its own public image. The 'Ho Chi Minh letter' 

has already be.en mentioned as an attempt by the then leader

ship of the COV to persuade New Zealand that the COV was more 

pacifist than radical, and attempts to avoid the extreme in 

41Activities included the support of the Labour Party 
in official COV advertisements in the New Zealand Listener, 
and unofficial helping to letterbox Wellington electorates 
(A. Haas, op. cit., p.25). But the COV was more interested 
in stopping the war, rather than unreservedly supporting the 
Labour Party, and an article by Barry Mitcalfe in Quote of 
January 1966 announced that COV members would stand in the 
electorates of Wairarapa, wanganui, Wellington Central and 
Palmerston North if Labour did not commit itself to'withdraw
ing troops. 

42A. Haas, op. cit., p.42. The deputation consisted 
of R.J. Tizard (Labour Member of Parliament for Pakuranga), 
A.M. Finlay (Labour Member 0£ Parliament for Waitakere), the 
Reverend R. Thornley, T. Skinner, A. Webster, N. Taylor, 
w.J. Scott (the New Zealand Council £or Civil Liberties), 
and J.Co Beaglehole (Victoria University). 
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demonstrations was another example 0£ this. In June 1966, 

certain members had made another and more (internally) con

troversial attempt to obtain or maintain the Committee's 

image 0£· respectability. When an article had appeared in 

h C · t . 43 1 . . h h k £ h t e ommunis Review c aiming t e COV as t e wor o t e 

Communist Party, the COV had expelled seven members 0£ the 

Party from the Committee. The expulsions lasted only a few 

days, as retractions 0£ the claim were written, but ill 

£eeling within the group lasted much longer. The actions 

were much publicised - the COV seemed to be putting a 

potential 'electorate' above its existing supporters in an 

attempt to gain respectability. 

One development, however, seems to suggest quite 

strongly that the COV soon became uninterested in using the 

-public to influence the government in a short-term 'pressur

ing' sense. In the aims and objects of the Committee stated 

in Question and Answer in July 1965, and in the Constitution 

of March 1966, emphasis is laid on influencing the government, 

with a further object of public education. When the constit-

43New Zealand Communist Review, June 1966. 
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. . d. 1 1967 th· h · d. . 44 ution was revise in ear y · , is emp asis isappeared. 

Roger Boshier also states that the COV "wasn't aiming at the 

45' 
Government." 

1) 

2) 

44The aims of the 1967 Constitution were: 

To bring about peace in Vietnam, both North and South, 
justly and fairly in the interests of all the citizens 
of that country. 

To ensure that the Vietnamese are enabled to determine 
their own future without the intervention of any out
side forces •. 

3) To secure to the Vietnam people the sole right to de
termine their own system of government and their own 
future by whatever means seems appropriate to the 
Vietnamese and to this end to ensure the withdrawals of 
forces and the supply of military· equipment by other 
countries, and to support attempts to bring about a 
negotiated settlement of the conflict, including the 
reconvention of the Geneva Treaty Nations of 1954. 

. 4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

To ensure that the people of New Zealand endeavour to· 
assist the people of Vietna..m to rehabilitate themselves 
and to maintain a civilian and democratic Government. 

To persuade New Zealanders that their participation in 
the Vietnamese war is.wrong, and is contrary to .the 
best interests of New Zealand as well as the Vietnamese. 

To publish in New Zealand through all media the views 
of the Society on the present and future con:iuct of t~e 
war in Vietnam with a view to ensuring the withdrawal. 
from Vietnam of all military forces, and in particular 
of any forces supplied by New Zealand. 

To promote bills and regulations and to support polit
ical parties which will lead to the conclusion of New 
Zealand's participation in.the war in Vietnam. 

To raise money by all lawful means for the purpose of 
the objects of the Society •.• 

9) ·To raise funds and expend moneys for the relief of the 
Vietnamese in all parts 0£ Vietnam ••• 

Aims 10, 11, ·12, 13 and 14 concern the organization of the 
COV-Refer to p.69 for the aims of the 1966 Constitution. 

45 · • · 
Roger Boshier, private interview, Auckland, 19/9/73. 
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There has been within the COV a recurring confusion 

over what the Committee was trying to do - especially during 

the mobilizations. The mobilizations have been stated in 

pamphlets as an attempt to force the then President Nixon's 

hand, but this was largely an early statement and one by the 

national anti-war movement as a wholeo By 1972, Wellington 

activists in the COV saw it differently: "By marching in 

large demonstrations we are showing solidarity ••• with the 

victims of western attempts to impose 'democracy' on Asian 

46 
people." 

One explanation for the COV 1 s apparent appeal to the 

public, while never knowing exactly where it stood in relation 

to government is that Barry Mitcalfe's belief in a groundswell 

of opinion bringing down a government stood in con£1ict with 

other views of how the COV should operate. This, at least, 

could be valid for the COV 1 s first two years. An alternative 

explanation is that the COV was caught in a 'vicious circle'. 

Its first action of a public demonstration may have prejudic

ed·theGovernment against listening to its arguments, so that 

the Committee turned more to the public, which destroyed the 

COV 1 s 'credentials' even further. But again this does not 

explain why the COV made a conscious decision to drop an 

'intellectual' approach (and its leadership was largely 

1 intellectual') to the External Affairs Department, and the 

'opinion-leader' approach to publications. Or why, for that 

matter, it chose to use photographs on its placards during 

46 . Peter Franks, "Left? Right? Which Way to March?", 
Salient, 7/6/72, paSa 
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demonstrations in 1967. 47 It may explain why the COV did pot 

exploit rifts in the Cabinet48 , as it never got close enough 

to do so, but why did it never show any conscious attempt to 

break out 0£ a public dialogue and into a more secret one with 

the government? 

From this we can deduce that the Committee's primary 

target emerged as the New Zealand public. was this, then, 

just an attempt to make the organization more viable? Hardly, 

as the COV did not know how long the war would last. And then 

why should the COV make itself longer-lasting in a public 

sense rather than in relation to government? Perhaps if one 

were to stop underestimating 'the public' as a. component of 

politics, one could approach the answer of what the COV was 

trying to do, a bit more realistically. 

The COV seems to have been appealing to the public as 

being important in itself. It was at least as important as, 

if not more important than, government. Listen to the COV: 

Our campaign for Vietnam oo. must continue and expand, 
if we are to establish a fairly complex truth in the 
minds of those who have been conditioned to accept 
simple dogma on the Communist threat in South Vietnam. 
(Barry Mitcalfe, 1967 Chairman's Reporto) 

The struggle after all is for the minds of the people 
of New Zealand, But it is not sufficient to just con
vince people that we are tight, we must awaken in them 
the will to do something about it. (John Gough, 19684 9) 

47This new use of photographs was apersonal preference 
of the Chairman, David Carrad (private interview, Wellington, 
15/9/74), but a personal preference does not entirely explain 
an official activity. 

48Roger Boshier, interview, 19/9/73" 

49rhe Future Activities of the Committee - a discussion, 
March/April 1968. 
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Since (the 1966 General Ele~tion) ••• all activity 
has been attempts •aa to keep the war issue alive. 
(Jeremy Lowe, 1970 Chairman's Report.)' 

If we allow the present government to deceive 
people into believing that the war is winding down, 
when in £act there is more destruction being rained 
down from the skies than ever before, then we are 50 
£ailing in our duty. (Mike Law and Alick Shaw, 1972 .) 

The enthusiasm 0£ the activisti• diminished when quick 
military victories (£or the PRG and Cambodian nation
alists under Sihanouk) were not realised in either 
Cambodia or Vietnam. To my mind this reflects a lack 
of understanding of the role that should be played by 
organizations such as the COV in the current situat• 
ion. (Mike Law, 1974 Chairman's Report.) 

There can be two objections to using such evidenceo 

Firstly,these are the views 0£ individuals, and not of the 

organization. But the speakers are o££icial committee memb-

ers and their individual views coincide with one another's. 

The official vi.ewpoint is, after a11·, the combination of in-

dividual opinions after the di££erences ~ave been resolved. 

Also, we have been warned by organizational theory to look at 

actions, not statements. But the actions of the COV bear out 

these thoughts stated over several years within the organizat

iono So what does this .mean - why is the struggle 11for the · 

minds of New Zealanders"? 

The COV was,to all appearances, attempting to provide 

·an alternativeo Whether this effort was consciously formulat

ed or not, the COV in retrospect did provide for an p.lternat"ive 

expression of sentiment on a moral/political issue, and sought 

to make themselves wider than an elitist opinion with a voice 

in the government's earo This could.explain why the COV av

oided compromising itself by working through the Labour Party, 

and attacked Labour as often as it favoured it, actions which 

50 Letter to COV members after the July 30 mobilization. 
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have seemed senseless when the COV is placed within a frame

work of conventional pressure group politics. Pamphlets 

provided an alternative view to that expressed by the news 

media, and demonstrations, as public expressions 0£ a polit

ical viewpoint,provided an alternative to the political 

parties. 

But within this £unction of providing an alternative, 

the resources 0£ the organization are still the main determin

ants of action. A demonstration is only one way of appealing 

to the public, and can be used only when the issue is suffic

iently emotive to induce people onto the streets. The COV's 

main focus was public education, and it was still using this 

focus in 1973 and 1974, although the intenseness achieved 

through demonstrations had passed. The quieter, government

directed aspects of tlECOV's activities apply only in 1974 to 

the PRG campaign, which also has its educative aspects - 2,000 

copies of Recognition of the PRG were sent to Newsbrief 

readers. In this respect, the COV has returned to a more 

'intellectual' approach, but only after, evidence suggests, 

the majority of New Zealanders agreed tacitly that Vietnam 

should be left alone. In the public Vietnam Medical Aid 

Appeals, it was openly stated by the Committee that aid was 

going only to PRG areas in South Vietnam, and not to Saigon

controlled areas. Nevertheless, the Appeals were still 

51 
successful. 

So it would appear that the COV has two goals: to 

£ind a solution to the problems 0£ Indo-China, and to activate 

New Zealand's 'political consciousness' by providing an alter-

51Rona Bailey, interview, 14/10/74" 
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native means of expressing public opinions. At first, it 

was thought that this second goal was ancillary to the goal 

of finding a solution, but both goals are integral to the COV. 

The second goal seems more specifically to explain why the 

Committee continued as a means 0£ political action other than 

existing means. This brings out an interesting point in that 

the (Wellington) COV survived, and other anti-war groups 

didn't. 52 This can also be explained by the fact that it was 

situated in Wellington, and that it evolved an organization 

that could adapt to changes, but behind these reasons is the 

different rationale of the COV. The COV was an expression 0£ 

opinion - 'solidarity behind Vietnam' ~ rather than an attempt 

to 1 £ix 1 the situation politically. 

It was stated at the outset that the purpose of this 

chapter would be to inquire into what motivates a promotional 

pressure group like the COV. Hopefully this discussion goes 

some way towards explaining why a highly emotive pressure 

group exists; that this £orm of political action is motivat

ed both by a desire to get something done, and a belie£ about 

politics which decided the £orm of doing it. It will be left 

to the conclusion of this thesis to elaborate further on the 

implications of these ideas. 

52 .k ( . . . 11 · t . Mi e Law private interview, We ing on, 
attributes this to the "formidable personalities" 
the COV. 

14/10/74) 
active in 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CARP 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CARP, as we £ound in Chapter Two, was begun because 

its founding members believed there was no alternative means 

0£ e££ective action. This chapter will now attempt to ex

amine CARP'S activities over the subsequent years to find out 

reasons why it continued. 

Firstly, and superficially, we will examine whether 

CARP has kept up with its original . 1 
aims. And, in finding 

out if this has been so, we shall also exa.~ine whether the 

group still operates according to its original rationale, 

discussed in Chapter Two. Certainly CARP, in accordance with 

the belie£ that effective group action can only be obtained. by 

acting on one issue, has continued to act in its one specific 

area, and will not handle different issues which it sees are 

outside specifically consumer-directed issues. These aspects, 

1CARP's original aims, other than 11 to bring down the 
cost of living" (Bulletin No. 1, March 1967, p.1) were stated 
in a deputation to the Minister of Industries and Commerce, 
John Marshall, on May 4 1967: 

"To sum up: 
We wish to protest against the economic measures 

which have hit those least able to afford it; 
We ask the Government to take stronger measures 

to prevent profiteering; 
We seek the reintrodubtion of effective price 

control on basic necessities; 
We ask that luxury goods and unnecessary £ood 

imports be cut rather than raw materials while our present 
shortage 0£ overseas £unds continues. 11 

(From the open letter from CARP to the Minister.) 
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however, will be dealt with in greater detail a:fter CARP's 

activities have been examined. 

CARP since 1967 has tended to concentrate on two broad 

types of issues. Price control, especially of essential 

goods, has been repeatedly and systematically advocated. 

Such essential goods include bread in 1971, and meat and fish 

.in 1967, 1968, 1972 and 1973. Secondly, CARP keeps a close 

watch on the activities of monopoly industries such as the 

wattie and Unilever empires, yet at the same time. it tries to 

keep clear of.the small reta~ler. He, CARP believes, is on. 

many occasions just as much a victim o:f profiteering as is 

the consumer. This criticism o:f monopoly practices, however, 

can also be seen as an extension of.demands that rising 

prices should be controlled, ·as criticisms 0£ rising prices 

of processed :foods tend to be directed at the two main actors 

in the industry. Complementary to these two broad types o:f 

issues is CARP's emphasis on arousing consumer interest and 

involvement, as without this interest and activity CARP would 

no longer be an organized body • 

. Within these two main types o:f issues, CARP operates on 

two levels. It interacts with the public2 , :from whom it ob

tains information about breaches o:f consumer legislation and 

about issues on which action may be needed; and to whom it 

conveys information about what can be done through campaigns 

2sy 'public', it is meant here both the subscribing 
membership of CARP (in 1974, 500 members with about 3,000 
supporters in addition to this, mainly from trade unions -
Cath Kelly, private interview, Wellington, 16/9/74); and 
also the wider section of the public not in direct contact 
with the organizationo 
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and through individual actions. CARP also acts on a govern

mental level. It provides government with material that can 

help form legislation, or inform inquiries; and it also ob

tains information from government on legislation-and sometimes 

on the activities of manufacturers, which it then relays back 

to the public. The logic £or such activity is circular: CARP 

needs information from the public for its own use in legislat

ion and inquiries; and then any consequent changes need to be 

conveyed back to the public to keep them informed on how their 

3 
consumer rights may be protected.· 

II. CARP 1967-1975 

In its the CARP committee found itself 

surrounded by issues demanding action. Its first two areas 

0£ activity were suggested to Wellington CARP by the Auckland 

' committee. In March 1967, Auckland was holding boycotts on 

manufactured sweet biscuits and on soap powders: and this 

campaign was adopted by Wellington as its first. The sweet 

biscuit boycott, however, never really gained momentum in 

Weilington, and this provided the pattern for any later joint 

activity by Wellington and Auckland: minimal. 

Although a conference was held in Easter 1967 to join 

all branches of CARP together in a national body with one 

3within the CARP committee, work appears always to fall 
to certain people: Cath Kelly usually takes up the legislative 
or governmental aspects of issues while the President, Keren· 
Cook, deals with the public activities, as did the previous 
Secretary Marion Findlay, and President, Ann Turne½ from 1967 
to 1969. CARP had a publicity officer in 1970 and at first 
Robert Phelps, then Judith Boullon filled this position. 
After 1970, publicity became the.concern of the President, 
Keren Cooko 
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constitution, this has been, in practice, largely a paper 

f . 4 ormation. The two main •branches' of CARP, Auckland and 

Wellington, £ollowed independent courses: according to 

Judith Boullon, a coilJlllittee member since 1969, both bodies 

5 have differing answers to differing problems. Even as early 

as 1967 the difference was emerging, with the sweet biscuit 

boycott. CARP in Wellington early on showed its concentration 

on the object of acting on essential goods. 

Following on these initial activities inspired by 

Auckland, CARP began to take up issues raised-by its own 

members in Wellington. 6 

What. appeared as the most important issue in this 

period, although this is perhaps because it was the initial 

one, was CARPts campaign over the labelling and advertising 0£ 

soap powders, which soon became narrowed down to the wide 

range monopo~ised by Lever Brothers. When CARP began, its 

4According to Ann Turner (private interview, Wellington, 
18/9/74), Auckland and Wellington were the only active CARP 
bodies remaining by 1969. Other local CARP branches, such as 
in Palmerston North, had sprung up in response to the 1967 
mini budget. 

5 ' 
For example, the Auckland area has more supermarkets 

than Wellington does, and so, when the consumer is abused, 
Wellington CARP tends to concentrate more on the small retail
er than the cut-price bargain supermarket. Also, the distance 
of market gardening areas from Wellington city means that 
Wellington CARP sees problems of accessibility to cheap fresh 
fruit; problems which Auckland does not have - private inter
view with Judith Boullon, Wellington, 17/9/74. 

6 For example: a proposed boycott of meat pies; 
attempts to limit the sale of fireworks; concern with the 
price of fish; and concern with price rises consequent on 
the decimal changeover in July. 
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problem was that it had plenty of enthusiasm, but nowhere 

specific to direct it. CARP had to focus its energies on· 

something definite: soap powders, then, were chosen as they 

were an essential good to the modern consumer and their in

adequate labelling and misleading (and often emotional) 

advertising needed, in CARP's opinion, to be remedied. 7 It 

was favoured over most other issues that received CARP's 

attention in the first year, because it was seen as a perman

ent problem, compared with, say, the shortage and high costs 

of rice and potatoes. These latter two were essentially 

winter foods and hence winter topics. And the type of cam

paign that was chosen, the boycott, was the most suited to 

the type of resources (that is, membership) available to 

CARP. An immediate approach to government on this issue would 
- .. 

have been premature for an orga.~ization which had yet to 

accustom its~lf to the political .environment in which it in

tended to act. 

The boycott attracted Lever Brothers' attention, and 

in the one official meeting between CARP and Levers, CARP 

pointed out the lack of weight-marking, the excessive use of 

(inter-company) advertising and that packets often were not 

full. But they did not £ind the company co-operative: it 

appeared that Lever Brothers• sole intention was to placate 

CARP members without instituting any changes to their 

8 
products a 

This was CARP's first tangle with a monopoly, and it 

served to illustrate to them the falsity 0£ government•s 

7 CARP Bulletin, March 1967, pa3o 

8Marion Findlay, private interview, Wellington, 
lS/9/740 
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premise that '_competition does the job' when the only compet

ition was within a monopoly, and when the only evidence of 

such competition was in the advertising of the products. And 

this advertising, CARP felt, merely raised prices for the 

consumer. The soap powder·campaign, while showing its value 

in creating public support for the idea of buyer resistance, 

also showed the limits of a boycott, and so the necessity for

governmental action became more obvious. Towards the end of 

1967, CARP made its first approach to legislation in its sub

missions to the committee hearing of the Consumer 

Information Bill, a private member's bill from National MP 

George Gair. 

Simultaneously, CARP was urging that government bring 

. , 9 •' 
about price con~rol , and towards the end of CARP'S first 

18-months, this call for price control began to dominate all 

th . 10 o er 1.ssues , 

the problems. 

as it was seen to be at the root of many of 

CARP's concern to regulate prices had been 

brought abruptly to the £ore when the Arbitration Court, res

ponsible for granting a general wage increase, awarded a nil 

order. This was an anti-inflationary measure, but it had its 

greatest impact on the family income, especially on those 

families with lower incomes. The same complaint against the 

1967 mini budget had led to CARPrs formation and so it was not 

unexpected that CARP would take part in a demonstration at the 

9Their first attempt at this was on May 4, 1967, with 
a visit to the Minister or Overseas Trade and of Industries 
and Commer.ce, John Marshall, when they urged reintroduction of 
strict price control on essential food, clothing and building 
materials. CARP claimed that competition failed to control 
the market, as "large firms dominate the market and competition 
does not function." - open letter from CARP to Marshall, 
4/5/67. 

lOThese other issues were miscellaneous: see footnote 
G above. OthPr issues included housing and transport costs. 
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)pening of Parliament on June 26 1968, organized by the 

f?ederation of Labour in protest against the Court's decisfon. 

The.demonstration went ahead de.spite a temporary price freeze 

that was to be effective from June 17 until August 17. 

Disillusion11 with the Minister of Industries and 

Commerce, John Marshall, and his department was at the basis 

of CARP 1 s tendency to consider direct action: it had made 

three calls to Marshall in 1967; none in 1968. Further, 

CARP did not believe that the .Government would legislate £or 
12 price stability until pressured to do so. 

But while CARP was publicly agitating for price con

trol, ,it was also, but in a way less likely to foster 

publicity, stressing the more long-term aspects of consumer 

protection in its submissions on Marshall's Consumer Protect

ion Bill. Agitation for price control never really lapsed: 

as government became more sensitive to requests for price 

control, the legislative aspects of CARP's activity rose in 

importance, and the level of raucous activity fell. When 

CARP began, it was surrounded with issues that needed to be 

acted upon; but later it began to realise that these were 

remediable only by changes in the law, with accompanying 

actions by CARP to publicize these changes. 

These changes, however, were government-initiated and 

11According to Ann Turner, then the President, CARP 
had reported unfair price increases to Industries and Commerce, 
with very little success; and had little result from letters 
of protest and visits to the Minister during its first 18 
months. (Dominion, 13/9/68, p.1.) 

12Evening Post, 9/8/68, p.11. 
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CARP was generally not satisfied with the slow rate of pro

gress in the protection 0£ consumers. The Consumer Inform

ation Bi1113 , which had lapsed during its second reading in 

the House in October 1967, had been, to CARP, a step in the 

right direction, and CARP's interest in it extended to pro

ducing a six page submission. The later Consumer Protection 

Bill, by way of contrast, was a considerably milder version 

of this earlier bill: CARP's interest was consequently stim

ulated only enough to produce a one page list 0£ submissions 

in conjunction with Auckland CARP. 

CARP also began to be dissatisfied with legislative 

.action for another reason. The committee hearings were un

able to provide information of use to CARP's members, as CARP 

has always chosen to appear as a member of the public, and, as 

such, does not have the privilege 0£ examining some of the 

more confidential material presented by the 'parties' to hear

ings. As CARP told its members: "We have found that with 

private hearings of such committees, there is little value in 

appearing, as we cannot use our submissions to inform public 

. . 14 
opinion." 

After CARP'S first eighteen months, it appeared to be 

losing impetus: the 1968 (nil wage order) demonstration had 

been its last publicity-rousing actiqn, and throughout 1968 

and 1969 the original burst of enthusiasm seemed to ,dwindleo 

The President since May 1967, Ann Turner, left for overseas 

13The Consumer Information Act was the revised title 
given to Marshall's Consumer Protection Bill. It should not 
be confused with Gair's Consumer Information Bill. 

14CARP Bulletin, April 1969, p.3. 
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towards the end 0£ 1969 and the original secretary, Marion 

Findlay, left CARP at the beginning 0£ 1970. 15 1969 was be

reft of activity, compared with the previous two years and 

the concentration of activity, in the first half of the 

year, on the Consumer Information Act16 , even though CARP 

regarded it as ineffective, illustrates this. Even the 

parliamentary elections passed largely unnoticed, with the 

only activity being CARP 1 s 'election questionnaire' £or 

members to gauge what their candidate_s thought of consumer 

protection. 

It was not until August 1969 that CARP appeared to 

renew its activity, and it fastened on an issue that was to 

broaden and become a main concern for 1970. This was CARP's 

anti-monopoly activity anticipated in 1967 by the campaign 

over (Lever Brothers') soap powders. In 1969 the issue was 

focused on Wattie's tinned foods~17 

At its Annual General Meeting on February 11 1970, 

· 15 . 
Although Ann Turner and Marion Findlay had personal 

ties in the trade union network, it is difficult to ascertain 
whether their departure lessened CARP's ties with the unions. 
or, for that matter, whether either of these factors would 
account for CARP'S reorientation of activities in the next 
year. 

16That is, CARP advised subscribers to its Bulletin 
of changes under the Act .and how these changes advantaged 
the consumer. 

17A CARP member sent to the committee an advertisement 
from a British newspaper showing wattie's 29oz canned peaches 
selling there for½-½ the New Zealand price. This led to 
heated public correspondence between CARP and wattie's, and 
the group concluded that the New Zealand consumer was 

·"subsidising the dumping of New Zealand tinned fruit on the 
British Market. 11 (CARP Bulletin, September 1969, p.3.) 
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CARP called £or an investigation into the monopolies controll

ing the food .processing industry. This move was brought about. 

through concern over the peaches controversy, and by complaints 

from several members about the decreased solids content in· 

tinned fruit. CARP's concern with monopolies developed from 

·t l h . th d t t f·t . lS h is ear y emp as1s on e nee o sop pro i eering. Te 

two instances of tinned fruit as examples of larger scale 

profiteering brought to CARP 1 s notice an issue on which it 

could concentrate its activities, and possibly earn more 

support by getting back into the public's view as much as it 

had done over the soap powders in 1967. It provided CARP with 

new impetus after the previous two years' frustrations earned 

19 in attempting to '.sell' price control to government. 

On February 27, 1970, CARP called for a month-long 

boycott on all tinned fruit to be held in March. It is poss

ible that the group chose tinned goods and the monopolies :for 

action because, as well as being directed at another form of 

rising prices, it was an issue that would get them the most 

publicity and instant impact. Tinned fruit itself was chosen 

as the boycott's object, from a range o:f tinned food, because, 

as well as rising in price, it was widely used but not essent

i~l, and alternative fresh :fruit was readily available. A 

boycott was also, as stated previously, the type of activity 

that would make full use 0£ CARP's resources: the consumer, 

18 · d :f. t . ( 50 CARP regar s pro 1 eering as excess % or 100%, 
depending on item) margin of profit. 

19rt is interesting that w~en CARP shifted its attent
away from blanket requests for price control, and onto 
specific issues, then government 'action' began: the early
warning system for price rises was announced in March 1970. 



and also CARP's supporters, the trade unions. Publicity for 

the boycott was assisted by unions, the Public Service Assoc

iation and other organizations, who received CARP poste.rs 

advertising the boycott. The boycott was given additional 

impact when the. Otago Drivers' Union refused to carry Wattie:• s 

and Unilevers' goods, an action which brought a government 

threat of injunction against the Union in Apri1. 20 

When the boycott ended, CARP, in a statement to the 

Evening Post, claimed it as 11 a great success in that it 

aroused immense interest and prompted discussion and consumer 

. 21 
resistance." 

CARP now began to move into other, more specific, 

activities: rather than calling on government in broadly

worded terms for price control on essential items, CARP began 

to~ concentrate on those 'essential items' individually. The 

first was bre~d, which began to receive attention from CARP in 

mid-1970. A petition demanding the restoration of all price

controlled wrapped bread, and that 11 the government act now to 

22 direct the bakeries to put this back on the market" was 

circulated and 1500 signatures collected. The petition was 

used when CARP, supported by the Public Service Association 

and the Post Office Association, met the New Zealand .Associat

ion of Bakers on February s, 1971, to press for the restoration 

of price-controlled wrapped bread. A deputation to bring back 

price control on bread visited Norman Shelton, the then Minist

er 0£ Industries and Commerce, on March 2. 

20Evening Post, 10/4/70, po9o 

21Evening Post, 3/4/70, polS. 

22 + · t · t t . £ b d . t 1 CARP pe~i ion on res ora ion o rea price con ro. 
November 19700 
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On March 10, Shelton announced a public inquiry by the 

Price Tribunal into bread because "consumers had complained 

that standard bread was no longer available in sliced and 

23 
wrapped form. 11 The terms of reference were announced on the 

twelfth but because of delays by the bakers24 , the Price 

Tribunal hearings on bread were not opened until nearly a 

year later, on February 21, 1972. On June 7 the Tribunal's 

decision was announced by the Minister of Industries and 

Commerce, now Brian Talboys. The decision, however, did not 

25 bring abo~t the solution to the problem. Yet, to CARP, this 

did not appear unusual, for the issue was the elusive control 

of rising prices and this was not (CARP had long believed) 

remediable instantly, or by government action. 

Although the bread problem preoccupied CARP £or nearly 

two years, other issues were not forgotten or neglected. One 

issue which CARP considered important, arose out of the 

Tribunal hearings. This was CARP's desire £or proper consumer 

representation at hearings, with full access to information 

23Evening Post, 11/3/71, p.3 •. 

24At first the bakers claimed insufficient time had 
been given to prepare their submissions, and the Inquiry was 
repeatedly delayed. At the same time, they were claiming 
further price increases: ~nd finally in September obtained a 
Supreme.Court writ of prohibition against the Inquiry, and a 
writ of mandamus to give them their increase. But in October 
the gov~rnment brought all bread under price control ~ntil 
the Tribunal could £ix a new priceo 

25By June 1972, Auckland and Christchurch bakers were 
again avoiding price regulations by limiting the number of 
standard bread types available: 'special' breads were not 
controlled. 
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(for example, CARP was not allowed to examine the profit 

accounts of bakers), rights to cross-examine, and adequate 

warning that a public inquiry was to be held. 26 Such critic

ism of public hearings has continued: for the Wattie's 

hearing in 1974, CARP was again given inadequate warning of 

the subject, and was not allowed to cross-examine. CARP has 

laid much emphasis on its public role, most recently in the 

controversy over the charge by warren Freer, the Minister of 

the (renamed) Trade and Industry Department, that the group 

was "a curse11 • This controversy, and the significance of 

CARP's stand on this matter, will be examined later in this 

chapter. 

But the bread issue had been allowed to dominate 

t'AOPt c ·~,-.-'-l,4-v-..L.!.L.l,"'i DC .L~v-- ...... i....-..-. ...... 4,-,. ..... _ ... ,. _____ ..;:_.,... ~-TT_.,..~, --~s-~n 
"-'.cu.,.1. -, "-"- ..,_ · ..,__,-., ~ l.,J.J.V~it:::" l...VYV yt::0..L.-=:> ..LV.L .:,t;Vt;.J..0.-':, .a..c;a. V.LJ..;::>.• 

Firstly, it was an issue thai affected all consumers, and 

hence CARP was sure to take it up. Secondly, it was an issue 

that CARP could perhaps affect, because the group was meeting 

. h f t h · 27 wit some response rom governmen on t e issue. Why the 

price-controlling of bread was a subject more energetically 

28 pursued than, for example, the Price Justification Scheme , 

26 CARP letter from Cath Kelly, then President, to the 
Price Tribunal 14/5/72. 

27After 1970, the central figure in CARP was Cath 
Kelly;. and her interests were legislative. Perhaps "it was 
this fact that decided CARP's 'specific activities' should lie 
more toward legislation and governmental action, than in pure 
(public) campaigning. When organizations f.ocus around person
alities in this way, it is doubtful whether the distinction 
between individual and organizational goals does exist. (See 
pp.9-10, and also Chapter Six.) 

28 rntroduced on February 15, 1971, the Price Justific
ation Scheme, or PJS, was intended to check indiscriminate 
price rises by demanding that claims be first set before 
Industries and Commerce for approval. But it omitted meat, 
fish, vegetables and fruit, and CARP charged that the scheme 
could be impossible to police. (Bulletin, March 1971, p.6.) 
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was because it had a narrow definite focus for action with 

results that could be seeno Furthermore, activity on the 

bread issue appears to have been initiated by CARP, whereas 

the Price Justification Scheme was mainly a government idea 

which CARP saw as not effective even if implementedo 

The bread campaign set a pattern for the next few 

years. Similar reasonings underlie the growth of meat, fruit 

and vegetables into predominant issues for CARP. Meat remain

ed an important issue well into 1975, while fruit and 

vegetables were less importante It is this unpredictable 

life of an issue taken up by CARP (for example, that of soap 

powders still continues) that serves to demonstrate the part 

topicality plays in determining which issues CARP may adopt. 

Choosing issues for activity is largely a matter of CARP's 

concentrating on what its resourc:es will allow, from a wide 

range of issues which have recently been brought to CARP's 

attention by its members. 

On June 9, 1972, Talboys announced a.com..mitte::?of in

quiry to be held into meat, fruit and vegetables ·in October, 

and that an inquiry into fish would take place later. 29 But 

the 1972 general elections intervened: the meat, fruit and 

vegetables inquiry was held in mid-December and the fish in

quiry was later abandonedo 

At the beginning of February 1973 the new (Labour) 

-Minister for Trade and Industry, Warren Freer, received the 

Committee of tnquiry's report. He also announced that a new 

price surveill~nce scheme should be enforced before the end 

29For the meat, vegetables and fruit inquiry, CARP 1 s 
submissions pressed for a restructu·ring of the marketing of 
these products, whereas in the bread inquiry it had been more 
concerned with superficial changes. 
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of the month and that it would certainly cover "essential 

30 items in the family budget. 11 

On March 23, a Maximum Retail Price scheme (MRP) was 

announced. It was to be operative in four months, with an 

interim price freeze on all sheepmeats and fish. Price con

trol was to be introduced on apples and pears, and a subsidy 

was to be effective from April 9. 31 The control of fruit 

prices was welcomed by CARP, but it criticised the exclusion 
' 

f b f k f h . f. 32 o ee and por rom t e price reeze. What seemed to 

CARP yet another paper tiger was the subsidy on sheepmeats 

without simultaneous price control. In April the idea of a 

direct protest action was dropped because of insufficient 

. b h. 33 mem ers ip response. CARP continued to press for govern-

ment action on meat prices until the. retail prices of beef 

began to drop, without any government intervention, by mid-

1974. 

In 1973, CARP was also concentrating its resources on 

various aspects of the apple issue. The group wanted open 

34 
market sales allowed in the Porirua area and price control 

on apples and also pears. CARP was beginning a campaign to 

have free apple distribution in schools, and it also pressed 

30Evening Post, 1/2/73, p.1. 

31 . . · Evening Post, 23/3/73, p. 2. 

32.b'd l. l o 

33rn April, a CARP circular asked members for suggest
ions on how to combat rising prices (for example, boycott) •. 
But only a few replies were received. 

34open market sales could have been Wellington's 
answer to its lack of access to market gardening areas. 
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£or departmental policing 0£ £ruitererso 

Apples were only one example 0£ various fruit and 

vegetables that CARP chose to direct its energies ato But 

because 0£ the differing market structures 0£ the different 

fruits, CARP preferred to centre on this one, apples, as it 

was a common and relatively cheap fruit. Apples were also 

a New Zealand product,. compared with the mainly imported 

nature of bananas, or, for that matter, of citrus fruitso 

CARP would have a greater likelihood of a£fecting the market

ing of a· local product than it would in the case of an 

imported fruit, whose marketing procedure would be largely 

decided by its overseas producers. Also, CARP in this case 

had the advantage of acting in an environment it knew: the 

apple issue itself had come to CARP's attention as early as 

1967 and the development of an apple campaign seemed to follow 

on logically from the meat, fruit and vegetable inquiry in 

1972, where the-retail margins on apples were set by lawo 

1974 was quiet in new issues. Policing and pursuing 

of old issues continued, with CARP's criticism of the in

adequacy of stabilisation measures ·(this time the target was 

the MRP scheme, in April) and submissions were presented in 

July and August on the Commerce Bill. Although the group 

£el t that this bill would ·later be weakened in its. aspects of 

consumer protection, CARP nevertheless participated in sub

missions. It was felt that as all commercial interests would 

· 35 
be attacking the bill, CARP should support it. CARP was. 

also. £amilia:i:" with the- issues the bill dealt with. 36 

35cath Kelly, int~rview, 16/9/74. 

36The Commerce Bill (Act) is an advancement on the 
Consumer Protection Bill (Consumer Information Act) of 1969. 
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I:f there could be said to be an intensive campaign :for 

1974, then it would be CARP 1 s action over the anticipated re

moval,in the b~dget, o:f the milk subsidy. All CARP's energies 

were concentrated on this :for a sma~l space o:f timeo While 

the Commerce Bill and the concern over apples were long-term 

tasks intended to help gradually improve the position of the 

consumer, the threat o:f subsidy removal was,on the other hand, 

a sudden issue that would see, either way, immediate results. 

1975 was a quiet year nationally :for CARP although in 

the :first part of the year it did appear with the Combined 

State Service, Organizations in the Price Tribunal hearings· 

into Wattie's Canneries {February), Unilevers (April), a brew

eries' price increase {June), and petrol prices (August)o 

CARP'S position in these hearings is interesting in that the 

group was given :full party status, but was not allowed access 

:f 1 . ':f • 37 to u 1 in ormatione 

So to a large extent, CARP concentrated on·local 

Wellington issues instead: it addressed meetings, policed 

regulations, and generally encouraged members. to make use o:f 

consumer legislation. The group had occasion once again to 

criticize the structure o:f-:fruit marketing38, although it 

praised the :fruitgrowers' removal o:f restrictions. on gate sales 

in September. It :followed the ins and outs o:f the MRP scheme, 

37 There were no Wat tie •·s witnesses at that hearing for 
the consumer representatives {which on this occasion included 
the Federation of Labour) to cross-examine, and in the Brewer
ies' hearing, the companies did not produce confidential in
formation and were not pressed to do so. (Cath Kelly, 
interview, 13/1/76.) 

38Recommendations to restructure fruit marketing had 
come from the 1972 fruit and vegetable inquiry, and the 1974 
Shand'Island Trad~ Inquiry, but had not been implemented. 
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and showed· decreasing interest in the Commerce Bill (see 

above). When the second draft of the bill came out, CARP 

discussed it with the Minister, warren Freer; when the third· 

draft emerged, the group merely wrote to Freer and for the 

fourth draft, it left action up to the Combined State Service 

Organizations. 

No new issue emerged in 1975; even the four hearings 

reflected the established issues of monopolies and their 

related products. And throughout all, CARP concentrated just 

as much on publicity and information as on 'lobbying' at a 

governmental level. 

III. ANALYSIS 

As evidenced, CARP operated on two levels, government

al and public, using the resources it had at its disposal, 

which were mainly the time and energies of the committee 

memberso As a result, CARP relied heavily on its publicly

voiced criticism in press statements, and on its involvement 

in legislative activities. It tended to avoid over-using 

demonstrations and boycotts except on occasions when the 

participation in these would involve others outside of the 

immediate dues-paying members of CARP, who appear to have less 

time than the committee members for active involvemento 

So what are CARP's intentions and aims as shown through 

its many transitory goals? Although CARP has obviously kept 

in mind its main stated aim 0£ controlling rising prices, this 

does not explain several 0£ the group's activities. Amongst 

these exceptions are soap powders, which in 1967 were attacked 

on the grounds of deceptive labelling; CARP 1 s interest in the 
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consumer information legislation; the question of fire-

39 works ; and much of CARP'S anti-monopoly activity. This 

last appears to have behind it more a moral reasoning than 

a simple desire to curb profiteering, which can be as much in 

evidence in the small retailer (and especially, CARP says, 

the fruiterer) as in large conglomerates. 

Taken in conjunction with those issues more obviously 

directed towards price control (such as meat) the pattern of 

immediate goals seems to indicate an aim which is wider than 

a controlling of rising prices. CARP appears to want to pro

tect the consumer from the worse aspects of a basically 

f . 40 
ree-enterprise economy. This explains CARP's emphasis 

not only on price control, as prices are just one aspect of 

an economy, but also explains it;:, desire to inform consumers 

of what is going on and how they can protect themselves. An 

example of th~s would be the 1969 and 1974 deceptive packag-

. ct· 1 41 ing isp ays. 

Within this wider concern, such questions as why there 

was never an all-out campaign on misleading advertisements, 

since comments on these advertisements often featured in the 

CARP bulletins, can be answered by reference to the group's 

limited resources. For such problems of deception were cover-

39Fireworks were regarded as dangerous to health,· al
though they were also seen as luxury imports. 

4°For example, the "false values" advocated by the 
soap powder advertisements. CARP Bulletin, July 1967, po4. 

41 rn August 1969, CARP displayed examples of deceptive 
packaging in the window of the Public Service Investment 
Store in Wellingtono In November 1974 they developed this 
idea for an exhibition held first at the Wainuiomata Shopping 
Centre, then at Naenae in Decembero 
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ed by the campaigns on specific items; such as the bread and 

fruit compaigns. CARP was not intending to fall into the 

frustrating pursuit of non-specific problems, as it had 

appeared to do in its calls for across-the-board control 0£ 

prices in 1967 and 19680 

This aim of protecting the consumer also explains why 

CARP attacks monopolies as an economic concept rather than 

just criticising them £or their rising prices. This tendency 

0£ CARP's .to take up the 'moral' argument of the rights and 

wrongs 0£ monopolies seemed previously to be illogical. That 

is, it was not explicable by its (stated) aims. But when 

these aims are taken as the broader issue 0£ consumer protect

ion, criticism 6£ monopolies becomes more coherent in that it 

involves a projection of the possible dangers in a monopoly 

situation - dangers, that is, to the. interests of the con

sumer. CARP has criticised monopolies as money consuming and 

· 42 
unnecessary "middlemen". This is one of the few examples 

when CARP appears to take up a moral issue in attacking a 

modern business practice as 'wrong'. But 'wrong' does appear 

to mean 'detrimental to the interest of the consumer.' 

Why, then, are there not more of these value-oriented 

stances? To the housewife, or the worker-as-consumer, for_whom 

CARP regards itself as primarily the champion, the rights and 

wrongs of monopolies are the nearest thing to a moril issue, 

according to the current President, Keren Cook. 43 Although it 

is willing to criticise the economic aspects of capitalism, 

42CARP Bulletin, May 1970, po5. 

43Private interview, Wellington, 17/9/74. 
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CARP has never adopted any of the wider moral issues which 

are currently fashionable. Although early in 1974 CARP was 

approached to take a stand on South African goods, ·the issue, 

after some committee discussion, was rejected as being beyond 

the aims of CARP. It was felt on that occasion that CARP ex

isted for the one purpose for which it was formed, and that 

it was not its responsibility to trespass outside that limit. 

This can be seen as a logical decision: members 

joined CARP for the purpose of, at least, controlling risipg 

prices, if not for consumer protection. If CARP were to 

adopt an extraneous issue, it would alienate some of its 

members from the organization·, as ;i. t was likely that quite a 

few members even supported South Africa's internal policieso 

It was felt that the committee members themselves were in 

sympathy with the request for a boycott of South African 

goods, but that this was an individual concern and no business 

f h . t· 44 o. t e organ~za ion. And apart from the possible splinter-

ing effect on CARP, if it diverged to such an extent from the 

realm of consumers' protection, it was also felt that there 

were already other organizations existing for the South 

African issues. 

This decision indicates a refinement of the ·group's 

goals, but it does not mean that goal displacement has taken 

place. In fact, this provides evidence to suggest that the 

means has not become the ends, that CARP does not exist to 

44 · b · d . . 1 b 1 F h d d 1 1 • A simi ar pro em over renc goos occurre 
in 1969, according to Ann Turner (interview, 18/9/74). 
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. . . t. 45 perpetuate its own organiza ion. 46 According to Cath Kelly , 

it is pointless to confuse the distinctions between various 

groups: such a statement can only be taken as an illustrat

ion that CARP is motivated by a goal outside its own 

continuance. 

CARP further refuses to blur the lines of distinction 

by moving into collaboration with groups from the political 

left. These, in Wellington, are mainly youth and student 

oriented, and, as such, they differ from the older worker 

oriented groups of the left with whom CARP appears more 

sympathetic in its role 0£ advocating the interests of the 

worker-as-consumer. CARP insists on .maintaining its indep

endence as the only effective way to act upon the issue it 

believes needs rtT.T.Pntion! that 0£ protPr.+.ing and nPTonn;ng 

consumer interests. 

It wou~d appear that to charge CARP with perpetuating 

its organization for organization's sake, is unrealistic, be-. 

cause the issue itself is a perpetual one. But this point 

raises another question: what keeps an organization going 

when its motivating problem appears ultimately insoluble? 

So far, we have paid attention to what CARP does, and 

have found that this does not completely answer tle question 

we began with, that is, why does CARP exist to act on a part

icular issue? It can be answered more completely by" a 

consideration of how CARP does what it does. The 'what' an~ 

45 . t· b Can an organiza ion e 
still growing? CARP membership 
1970 to 500 in 1974, with 3,000 
interview, 16/9/740) 

being 11preserved11 while it is 
increased from 250-300 before 
supporters. (Cath Kelly, 

46P . t . t . riva e in erview, 18/9/74. 
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the 'why' have been examined: it is time to look at the 

'h , 47 ow & 

Although CARP acts more systematically through the 

traditional pressure group channels than, for instance, the 

COV, one can see a similar pattern of action emerging. CARP's 

preference for action through government is a result of the 

resources available to it; 48 but even this approach can, 

and does, in CARP's case, retain a public emphasis equal in 

intent to theuse of demonstrations. Nowhere has this been 

more obvious than in October 1974, when a charge by the Min

ister of Trade and Industry, Warren Freer, that CARP was 

irresponsible in refusing to enter into regular private con

sultation with government, brought a defence that CARP was 

not interested in being a part of a circle. of secrecy, be-

cause the public had a right to know what was going on. 

CARP's role here is less ambiguous than COV 1s, as the latter 

group has never had the occasion to state its case in such an 

. 1 ~ h. 49 unequivoca ias ion. 

It was stated in Chapter Two that CARP was formed from 

a distrust of political parties' abilities to act on the 

issue of rising prices. Although, because of publicity given 

to the issue, the parties are more willing to see the issue, 

this is no reason £or CARP'S abeyance. For the parties re-

47 See· Chapter One, p. 14. 

48Although COV has tended more to work through govern
ment since November 1972. 

49 I I. Auckland Star, 12 10 74, p.lo 
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present an in camera, _elitist approach to political decision 

making which CARP opposes. Throughout its development CARP 

has shown activities consistent with this view. It has al

ways stressed its educative.activities50 , and;even with its 

government-directed activities, CARP has publicised what 

transpires between government, itself, and other parties. 51 

And, as stated above, this attitude has been taken one step 

further as CARP has declined to participate in the proffered 

52 'confidential' talks with Minister and Department. 

In this regard, CARP's attitude to the New Zealand 

national consumers' body, Consumers' Institute, is interest

ing. CARP does not think that either duplicates the other's 

work. Whereas CARP is oriented towa~ds keeping the consumer 

public, and especially that section of it which is lower in

come and family based, informed of the political activities 

that are affecting it, CARP sees the Institute as basically 

a middle-class/income group with concerns that reflect this 

image. Nor is the Institute unwilling to participate in 

53 confidential talks with the government. 

So all _this, in a way, answers the question why CARP 

still exists. It still exists to bridge the gap between 

50rhrough its press_ statements and Bulletins. 

511n 1972, CARP complained that it was not able 
examine the bakers' accounts during the Bread Inquiry. 
letter from Cath Kelly, to Price Tribunal, 14/5./72.) 

52rt is interesting to note that Freer could not 
appreciate CARP'S position on the matter (Evening Post, 
16/10/75, . p. 22). 

53 Cath Kelly, interview, 16/9/74. 

to 
(CARP 
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government and public, and it is still the only way of doing 

this. I£ it had displaced its goals, and was seeking merely 

to perpetuate itself, it would be accepting the Minister's 

proposals and securing its niche in governmental circles. 

Protection of the public~ and especially of the 'worker 

public', remains as important an aim as the protection-of the 

standard of living, and this is why CARP still continues as 

a pressure group. 

CARP's concern £or the public could be maintained if 

its other goal (control of prices) was espoused by govern= 

mentor by a political party, because the group's intention 

is to compensate £or inadequacies in the system 0£ governing. 

This means not only to present the interests of the conswner 

i11 order to offset the emphasis on the mArn1-f'Art-11r; ng ; nTer-

ests, ,but also to keep the consumer aware of the activities 

of a governme~t which, theoretically, is responsible to its 

electorate. CARP still exists because, despite an apparent 

lack of success, it £eels that the situation £or the consumer 

would be worse if CARP no longer existed. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

In this conclusion, it is intended to draw together 

the threads of the previous five chapters and to form the, 

pattern into a coherent whole. 

The original aim of this thesis was to £ind out why 

(certain) cause groups in New Zealand persist while appear-

ing to have no incentive for doing so in the form of tradition

al or conventional political success. It was stated in 

Chapter One that, to find this out, this research would use 

goal theory. It was intended that an examination of the 

groups' activities, and hence of its resources and energies 

expended, should reveal the real group goal £or each organ-

izatiori; and it was stressed that the goal should not be 

confused with the consequences of actions. So what does goal 

theory tell us about (Auckland) CARE, (Wellington) COV, and 

(Wellington) CARP? 

All the groups researched have distorted their goals 

in varying degrees. What in each case has emerged as the 

real group goal has differed from the original stated aim, or 

goal, of the group. CARE began with several aims designed to 

cover all aspects of apartheid: but as other group$ emerged 

with specialized roles within this field, CARE itself could 

specialize its own real goals until it reached its present 

position which, we saw in Chapter Three, was the brokerage 

role within a wider goal of involving itself with the public, 

or of educating the publico The COV has moved through several 

goal~ (see below) but throughout all this, and like CARE, its 
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overriding goal was to keep in contact with the public on the 

issue it saw as important. CARP too has experienced goal 

distortion in that its present real goal of protecting the 
1 

interests of the consumer, has a heavy emphasis on public 

education: it is certainly anti-elitist. So all organizat

ions have experienced goal distortion, or the favouring 0£ 

certain ends at the expense of otherso 

But in none of the groups studied here have the ends 

suffered to the benefit of the means: none of these groups 

have become so important in itself that it must perpetuate 

itself in theorganizational phenomenon known as goal displace

ment. There is certainly evidence for this: all groups have 

shown themselves to be willing to tolerate what could loosely 

be called competition. No group was so desirous of perpetuat

ing itself that it needed to take over all issues in its area. 

CARE i~ the most. outstanding example of this, in goal 

theory terms: not only did CARE tolerate the existence of 

such groups as HART, NZRRC, NAAC and ACORD, but it actively 

encouraged them and their, specialized role. It also encourag

ed the Citizens' Advice Bureaux that were begun by the Auck

land City Council in 1970, and had only started its own Inquiry. 

Centre in 1967 when the Council had been unwilling to take up 

the idea of such a centre itself. Neither CARP nor COV had 

many examples of what goal theory could interpret as en

croachments on their territories: but of the solitary example 

in each case that does exist, COV worked alongside RAVPOC and 

CARP believes that the Consumers' Institute and itself are 

working on entirely different aspects of consumerism. And 

further, thegroups think that in many ways, government should 

be doing what the groups are doing. CARP 1 s policing of con-
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sumer legislation and regulations, CARE 1 s attempts to inform 

the Auckland Polynesian community about New Zealand society, 

and the COV 1 s attempts to give foreign policy a moral base, 

are all examples 'of this·. 

In the complementary aspect of this argument, no group 

attempted to expand its field of interest beyond legitimate. 

concerns. CARP, several times resisted the move: it refused 

to boycott French goods in 1969 and South African goods in 

1974 as such a boycott was more the concern of a politico

moral attitude and less of a consumer issue. Also, it has 

been shown in Chapter Three, and repeated above, that CARE was 

all too willing to restrict its goals from their former 

breadth in its later years. 

There appears, however, to be an exception in this 

argument, and it is theCOV. Since 1965 its official goals 

have changed,,or rather expanded: once officially in 1967, 

and several times unofficially, in 1970, 1973 and 1975, al

though these later changes can be accommodated within the 

1967 aims. So it has experienced goal succession in the 

movement from the original goal of 'New Zealand Out' to 1 all 

out' and 1 stop the war', through to recognition of the PRG, 

i:1-nd finally to helping Vietnam in reconstruc.tion. In this 

last capacity, it has almost disappeared as a political 

. pressure group. It is the premise of goal theory that this 

goal succession is a more severe form of goal displacement, 

and, as this thesis stated in Chapter One, it "means that the 

organization £~els it is so important in itself that it must 

find another goal through which to perpetuate itself. 111 

1 Chapter One, p.12. 
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But the COV's goal succession was 0£ a particular 
I 

type: uniike CARE or CARP, the COV started 0££ with a very 

specific aim or goal, to withdraw New Zealand troops £rom 

Vietnam. But even before this aim was realised, the Committee 

began to see the issue as being far wider than its original 

stated aim, and accordingly it adapted its goal, first op

eratively and, later, officially. The original aim was not 

a basic aim and successive aims were in the COV 1 s case, 

getting to the root of the problem: they were not diverging 

from the basic issue, nor were they adding to it, but rather 

they were finding it. Tied in with this is the way that ·the 

COV followed the course of the war, the way that the COV 1 s 

activities and emphases reflected those of the Vietnam 

situation. Even in 1975, when.the political situation had 

been clarified, the COV's concerns reflected those in 

Vietnamo 

It would have been a different, and a less legitimate, 

form of goal succession i£ the COV, after the withdrawal of 

all troops from Vietnam, had turned its energies towards the 

Arab-Israeli conflict, or the use 0£ defoliants in war, which 

had been a legitimate and peripheral concern when, in the 

COV's earlier years, defoliants were used in Vietnam. This 

would mean succession 0£ quite different_.goals, and in this 

instance the COV would have been perpetuating itself £or its 

own sake. 2 

2 rt is interesting to observe the CND in 1965 from this 
point of view: that they could not adopt the aim of withdraw~ 
ing New Zealand troops from Vietnam because this aim would 
diverge considerably from its aim 0£ nuclear disarmament. 
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In this respect, it is useful to note that goal· theory, 

conceived as it was for institutions and organizations 0£ a 

more general kind, should per~aps be used with caution when 

applying to political groups and especially to ad hoc groups 

of which CARE, CARP and the COV are exampleso 

So we have found that the real goal of the groups 

-studied is not to perpetuate themselves. What, then, is it? 

· Throughout Chapters Two, Three, Fo1+r and Five, a 

common emphasis has emerged amongst the three groups' goals, 

both real and stated: the emphasis on public education, an 

involvement with the public ... :the COV put open commµnication 

with the public before a closed dialogue with government, and 

its belief in the public as a political body, led it to form 

the sort 0£ public group it became. Even the use of demonst

rations, although it may have tarnished the group's image of· 

respectability, was part of this attempt at open communicat

ion. 

CARP has had· a chance to illustrate this even more 

unequivocally than the COV - in the October 1974 controversy, 

_when CARP publicly announced its dislike of in camera con

fidential talks with government. CARP has also shown this 

less obviously in its insistence on-being present at Tribunal 

hearings without the in camera restraints required of a 

privileged party. CARP believes that information i-s valueless 
. 3 

unless it can be relayed back to the publico 

3cath Kelly, private interview, Wellington, 16/9/74. 
CARP has also shown this in its actions over the past nine 
yearso 
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CARE is the most ambiguous of the groups: but its 

role as broker between the Pakeha and Polynesian colllI11unities 

in the world's largest Polynesian city, and its concern with 

what is largely a de facto problem, bring out strongly that 

its emphasis is more on the public than on the public 

figures. 

All this, then, has emerged as a desire generally to 

influence the public in the sense of keeping it informed and 

protecting its interests, for even on those specific i te.ms 

dema~ding legislative action, all groups show themselves as 

being in such an arena in order to keep lines open between 

government and public, and in both directions. 

So what does this tell us about why these cause 

groups exist? They exist because they are not motivated by 

the conventionally-defined terms of success, which say that 

a pressure group must fulfil its aims, usually by obtaining 

concessions from the government. These groups, on the other 

hand, see no other means of doing what they are doing, or at 

,least are trying to do: that is, keeping the lines of 

communication open between public and government. And at the 

same time they are also presenting interests that have no 

alternative channelso 

This desire to 'open up' channels between government 

and public and to allow for the expression of interests that 

have no other means of expression, is tied up with another 

idea that is seen most obviously in the COV, the desire to 

influence the public as an end in itself. This should not be 

confused with the desire dominant in some groups but not in 

the ones studied, to 'lean on' the public so that the public 
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will immediately 'lean on' the government. 4 Ultimately, of 

course, and in the very long run of generations, government 

will be influenced by all this, as political parties must 

pick up their ideas from somewhere, quite often from what 

they believe the public thinks. But i,n the short run which 

covers the life span of most cause groups, the evidence 

suggests that they are more intent on influencing the public 

itself, on changing its view of the situation; and this idea 

is tied up with the protection of the public, in the sense of 

informing it about, and hence protecting it from, a (possible) 

situation whic.h the group views as 'wrong'. 

These ideas, of course, are not proved by the cause 

groups studied, but reason9-ble probability would suggest that 
'·· 

it is the best explanation for the datao So at least we can 
' 

suggest an answer to the original question: why do these 

cause groups fXist? Not because they are existing for them

selves but because they provide a channel £or expressing 

those interests which have no other means of expression. And, 

because a concomitant of this is to keep channels open between 

government and public, they have a further implicationo 

They offer advantages to the New Zealand political 

system as a whole, and to the electorate in particular. In 

'opening up' the channels of information within the political 

system, and allowing for the possibility of a greater variety 

4The COV, while being the most obvious example 0£ the 
desire to influence the public in itself, is also ambiguous, 
as on a few occasions it was willing to use the public to 
'lean on' the government. But this was not its dominant 
interest. 
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of -communication between government and electorate, they 

help the political system by providing foci for constructive 

criticism by those who do not agree with the aims and pract

ices of what is largely non-innovative government. Jointly, 

cause groups appear to be a means of keeping the government 

aware• 0£ "where the shoe pinches. 115 This is beneficial to 
j 

the electorate and advantageous to the political system as 

a whole. 

5G. Moodie and Go Studdert-Kennedy, op. cit 0 ,p.60. 
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-
POSTSCRIPT 

The answer that this thesis has found to the question 

'why do (certain) pressure groups exist' can be seen as a 

refinement of those answers provided by the pressure group 

theorists mentioned in Part I of Chapter One. The functions 

cited by those writers are too vague and too broad to be able 

to provide a workable framework £or answering the question 

posed; the scope of research needed to be more specific to 

produce an adequate answero In this respect, it should 

again be stressed that the more precise answer found in this 

thesis applies only to the phenomenon 0£ cause groupso 

These two points indicate a weakness in pressure group 

theory: the fact that although cause groups are often recog

nised as an analytically distinct type of group (as against 

the economic interest group), they are seldom systematically 

realised as such. 

Generallyi the literature on pressure groups has shown 

a marked lack of attention to cause groupso Of course, all 

pressure groups do have in common the function of articulat-

.ing interests in order ultimately to influence power, but to 

£ail to discern the different means of doing this is neglect

ful and makes as much sense as generalizing about·groups of 

all forms and at all stages of differentiation. 

This assumption that the two species are different is 

not entirely unsubstantiated and arbitrary. Their differ

ences are loudly proclaimed by all attempts at the 

classification of pressure groups - by S.E. Finer, Punnett; 

Stewart, Ehrmann, by R.T. McKenzie, Beer, Potter, G. Wootton, 
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Eckstein and Lieber. 1 

Usually this classification into types is on the basis 

6£ the type of interest involved. According to Allen Potter, 

generalising from the classification reached in most studies 

groups organizing sectional interests purport to 
speak £or their.sections in defence of their 
interests and groups organizing shared attitudes 
seek to promote the causes arising from the 
attitudes of their members. 2 

Potter then goes on to delineate between what he calls 

spokesman (economic interest) groups ,;1.nd promotional (cause) 

groups on the basis of organizational structure, membership, 

means of finance, tactics of pressure. There are, of course, 

examples of overlapping between the two types but, says 

Potter; these exceptions prove the rule. 

l F. . t s.E. iner, op. ci. 

R.M. Punnett, British Government and Politics (London: 
HeinemarnEducational Books, 1968). 

W.H. Ehrmann (Ed.), Interest Groups on Four Continents 
(Pittsburgh, Penn: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1964, 68). 

R.T. McKenzie, art. cit. 

s. Beer, Politics in Modern Britain. 

A..M. Potter, op. cit. 

J. Stewart, British Pressure Groups (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1958) 0 

G. Wootton, Interest Groups {Englewood Cliffs, N.J: Prentice 
Hall, 1970), who gives four categories: economic, integrative, 
cultural and political; ~nd within these categories has first, 
second and third order. He, however, still maintains the 
basic distinction. 

H. Eckstei•n, op. cit. 

R. Lieber, op. cit. 

L. Cleveland, The Anatomy of Influence (Wellington: Hicks 
Smith, 1972) • 

2 A.M. Potter, op. cit.,p.25. 
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Their exceptional character often illuminates the 
distinction that may be made between spokesman and 
promotional groups by the very fact that the 
distinctions are harder to apply to them. 3 

But, other than classifying these two types, the 

distinction is not pursued except bys. Beer in Patterns of 

Government and by R. Lieber in British Politics and 

European Unity. R.T. McKenzie, W.J.M. MacKenzie, S. Finer, 

·4 
Potter, Holtzmann, Key, and Beer in his earlier analyses , 

seem to consider that, £or th~purposes of analyzing the 

groups' activities in terms 0£ their political consequences, 

such a dichotomy does not exist. 

It is difficult to conclude whether these writers 

ignore, or just can't see,the differences between caus~ and 

sectional groups at such a level, or whether they are analyz

.. -ing the two as one just for convenience. Any that do treat 

the two as separate, _·and not under the anonymou~ 1 lobby, 5 , 

seem to concentrate on economic groups, and forget that 

3 ·b·d ~-' p.28. 

4· • 
R.T. McKenzie, op. cit. 

w.J.M. MacKenzie, "Pressure Groups in British Government", 
British Journal of Sociology, VI (June 1955), pp.133-148; 
also "Pressure Groups: The Political Framework", Political 
Studies III (October 1955), pp.247-255. 

S.E. Finer, op. cit. 

H. Finer, op. cit. 

s. Be·er, Politics in Modern Britain. 

A. Holtzmann, op. cit. 

A.M. Potter, op. cit. 

v.o. Key; op. cit •. 

5As do A. Holtzmann, op. cit. and S.E. Finer, op. cit. 
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. t 6 cause groups exis . Or alternatively, the cause or the 

economic interest group is examined as a single case-study, 

and its micro-orientation 7 thus prevents any generalizatio,n 

that could elucidate the dichotomy between the pressure 

groups. 

So what is the difference between the. two types of 

groups? Beer, in Patterns of Government 8 approached it when, 

in reference to the United Kingdom, he remarked on the 

d~cline of collectivist politics (which is characterized by 

its functional and territorial representations) and the 

growth of cause groups plugging the resultant gaps in the 

system. The difference between tm-groups is closely· linked 

with the recent (late 1960s) notice taken of cause groups 

because only recently has there been sufficient volume and 

number of them to be able to be distinguished from the older 

recognised pressure group which was composed of sectional 

interests articulating demands as members of the status quo 

politico-economic system. For that matter, this assumption 

of a difference between the two types of group could be said 

to rest on whether or not the cause group movement apparent 

6 ·t Z . 1 . See V.O. Key, op. C1 o, H. eig er, op. c1to, 
H. Finer, op. cito, and G. Heckscher and J. Robbins 
"A Constitutional Theory of Autonomous Groups", Journal of 
Politics, III (February 1941), ppo3-28. 

7 See case studies by H. Eckstein, op. cit. and by 
H.H. Wilson, op. cit. 

8Part Two: The British Political System, pp.121-3290 
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Furthermore, Lieber seems almost to be assuming a three-tier 

system 0£ interest (re)presentation: by parties (presenting 

the national interest); by sectional groups (self-interest); 

and by promotional groups (somewhere between the two). 

So whereas until the last decade the dominant pressure 

group was the economic interest group to whose demands the · 

government was already sensitized and who formed part of the 

politico-economic status quo, more recently the cause group 

has emerged as an indication of dissent in spheres hitherto 

neglected. Cause groups are distinct not only in typology, 

but also in function. They may be an indicator of opposition 

in the sense of informing and protecting the public: but in 

this they contrast markedly to the 'anonymous empire' of 

s.E. Finer's economic (sectional) interest groups. 

So this study has gone some way in suggesting the more 

specific mot~vation of cause groups, with examples from three 

of them. But pressure group theory as a whole needs to look 

more clearly at the dichotomy that splits its area of study. 

This postscript has referred once already to 

S.E. Finer: it will keep him in mind again, when it calls 

for 'more light' on this basic and systematic difference 

between the two pressure group phenomena. 
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i~ the late 1960s and early 1970Sis just another political 

£ad. 9 

To retrace the development of the assumption that the 

groups are ultima~ely distinct: firstly, the pressure group 

.literature classifies the types of group as distinct accord

ing to the issue involved, and thence according to 

organizational structure, membership, finance, and tactics. 

·secondly, the different groups do different things (the 

different things being issues and tactics). So, if Wootton's 
10 . 

analysis along these lines is valid , the different observ-

able actions have distinct interpretations placed upon them. 

In this way, Lieber could trace the two types' 

actions through the conflict over Britain's entry into the 

EEC: 

(cause groups) acted as rallying points £or the 
committed and sought to pressure Her Majesty's 
Governme~t by pointing to the demands of public 
opinion as they interpreted them to bell; 

and sectional groups (the Federation 0£ British Industries, 

Trades Union Congress, National Farmers' Union), who were 

closest to the process 0£ policy- determination, 
were non-elective, not responsible to the public, 
and concerned to maximize values less broad than. 
those of the country as a whole.12 

9 . . 
Although Potter traces promotional groups b~ck to 

Victorian politics. A.M. Potter, op. cit.,p.40. 

10wootton distinguishes between the observed physical 
action (making an 1 x'. on a bit of paper) and the interpretat-· 
ion given to such an action (voting). See G. Wootton, 
op. ci~.,pp.6-13. 

11R~ Lieber, op. cit.,pp.217-218. 

12.b.d 
~:L•' p.153. 
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